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Sometimes the longer path
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Abstract

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are an emerging area of technology that have applica-

tions across many domains. By adding a mobile platform to the WSN we can increase

its capabilities. One such scenario involves a mobile platform relocating sensors to �ll

sensing holes that are the result of sensor failure. We examine this problem, known as

robot-assisted sensor relocation (RASR), and propose our own, multi-objective version,

that we call reliable robot-assisted sensor relocation. We solve this problem using a set

of state-of-the-art evolutionary multi-objective optimization algorithms. Additionally,

we examine the multi-robot model, which we christen reliable multiple robot-assisted

sensor relocation (RMRASR). The works collected within de�ne these problems as well

as provide empirical insight into the performance of well-known algorithms using these

problems as a test-bed.
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1

Introduction

The purpose of this introductory chapter is to present the reader with an overview of

robot-assisted sensor relocation, a method for maintaining the monitoring capabilities of

a wireless sensor network using mobile robot platforms. We examine previous common

solutions to this problem and propose a new version that is more suitable for a potential

real-world application. We provide e�cient solutions to this new version and examine

both the solutions and their results from various angles.

After providing the user with necessary context and the research goals contained

within, we present the three publications that make up the body of this work. The

chapter concludes with an outline of the remainder of the thesis.

1.1 Motivation

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are an interesting area of constantly developing tech-

nology. A WSN is de�ned as a group of wireless sensors that are deployed in a region
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of interest (ROI) [4]. These sensors are devices equipped with some form of monitoring

hardware, a battery, and wireless communication [4]. A variety of domains require the

ability to uninterruptedly monitor an ROI [4] and there is a drive to make these sensors

more e�ective and e�cient. A deployed WSN will gather low-level information about

an ROI in order to be used in high-level applications. The domains in which WSNs are

employed, such as defence [5], medicine [6], and agriculture [7], are often information-

critical requiring the deployment of sensors to maximize and therefore the sensors must

be deployed in order to maximize the coverage of an ROI. One such example is PinPtr [5];

a countersniper system that uses a group of deployed sensors to determine the location

of an unknown shooter. Wireless sensors are placed in an ROI and contain hardware

to measure time of arrival of muzzle blasts and shock waves from a �red shot. This

information is passed to a base station where information fusion techniques are used to

determine the origin of the shot. WSNs can be deployed across a variety of domains from

systems that can increase productivity to ones that can help save lives.

Some of these networks incorporate mobile robots in order to enhance their capabili-

ties. When a robotic element is added to a WSN it is referred to as a Wireless Sensor and

Robot Network (WSRN) [8]. The robot element can be used to perform a variety of tasks

within the network, and Falcon [9] makes the following distinction: if the task performed

by the robot is not required for the operation of the WSN, it is called a robot-assisted

WSN. Dunbabin et al. show an example of this in their system which uses an underwater

mobile robot to collect data from underwater sensor nodes [10]. The alternative is when

a robot performs a task integral to the functionality of the WSN; called a robot-dependant

WSN. Sensor relocation in order to maximize network coverage is an example of this, as

proposed by Yoo and Agrawal [11].

Robot-Assisted Sensor Relocation (RASR), also known as carrier-based coverage re-

pair [12], is a recently formulated problem arising in a WRSN that uses robots to re-

con�gure the network topology as needed; this is considered a robot-assisted WSN. In

an RASR formulation, there is an abundance of sensors deployed within the ROI; this

means that only a subset of all the deployed sensors need to be active in order to provide

maximum coverage. We assume that the sensors undergo some recon�guration to form
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the optimal WSN. In the event that one of these sensors' battery becomes depleted or

damaged it will cause a sensing hole within the ROI. To combat this, a mobile robotic

platform is also deployed in the ROI. This robot's purpose is to relocate the extra sensors,

henceforth referred to as passive sensors, and place one in the location of each sensing

hole. By replacing the damaged sensors essentially where they lay, the WSN will continue

to preserve its original coverage of the ROI. The ability to replace sensors that become

damaged or have their battery deplete also increases the overall lifetime and e�ectiveness

of the network.

Figure 1: A sensor relocation trajectory. The red nodes indicate sensing holes, the white

nodes indicate passive sensors, and the green node indicates the base station where the

robot begins and ends the relocation trajectory.

In the past, the RASR problem has been algorithmically formulated as the selective

pickup and delivery problem (SPDP) [12]. The idea is that any damaged sensors within

the network need to be replaced and there is an excess of available replacements, therefore

not every passive sensor needs to be visited, only the ones necessary to replace the

damaged sensors. The sensor relocation is conducted by a robot that is deployed from a

base station and returns there once the relocation has been completed. The optimization

problem comes from trying to minimize the total distance that the robot must travel in

order to replace all of the damaged sensors. This formulation is a generalization of
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the classical Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) [13] and is therefore NP-hard. A basic

example of this is illustrated in Figure 1 which shows a sensor relocation trajectory. Note

that while it is similar to TSP, not all nodes must be visited and the order in which they

are visited matters. Also similar to the TSP, it is very di�cult to compute an optimal

solution for an SPDP instance and heuristics are often used to �nd a solution that is

�good enough" and can be arrived at in a reasonable amount of time.

The issue with the approach described above is that for a solution that is considered

good enough to act on, there are potential issues not taken into consideration. Passive

sensors within a WSN will still use a minimum amount of battery power, therefore some

will be more suitable than others for becoming replacements in order to try and preserve

the coverage of the network. In WSNs, information is often transferred along a multi-hop

path to reach a base station [4] and as such there are certain sensors that will end up

acting as high-tra�c communication nodes, especially those in the vicinity of the base

station. It is essential that these sensors remain operational for as long as possible so as

to not create any communication outages. If a solution is created without considering

the above points, it is possible to have a WSN that is left in an unreliable state that will

soon fail again. In order to provide solutions that will leave the WSN in a reliable state,

the points mentioned form the basis, and inspiration, for the initial formulation of the

Reliable Robot-Assisted Sensor Relocation (RRASR) problem.

The consideration of two additional facets of the original RASR problem, the re-

placement of high-tra�c communication nodes with high battery level replacements and

using passive sensors with the most available battery power, thrusts us into the world of

multi-objective optimization (MOO). In a MOO problem, each solution must try to opti-

mize multiple problem objectives. Generally speaking, the objectives of a MOO problem

will be con�icting, thus making it very unlikely that there is a single optimal solution.

There are cases where we can apply weights to the problem objectives and create what

is essentially a single-objective problem, which is much easier to try and optimize. The

drawback of this approach lies in the di�culty to �nd the exact set of weights that apply

to each decision objective, hence bringing a good deal of subjectivity into the problem.

In MOO, there is a concept of solution domination [14] wherein one solution is said to
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strongly dominate another if it performs better in all objectives than another. A solution

weakly dominates another if it performs better in at least one objective and performs

equal if not better in all others [15]. If a solution performs better than another in one

objective but not others then they are considered as mutually non-dominated solutions.

This presents a unique problem wherein the �nal result of a MOO algorithm must

present the user with a set of viable solutions as there will be solutions that favour one

objective over the others and it is the users job to select the one most appropriate for

the given situation. The algorithms used in the RRASR evaluation have been selected

with this in mind in order to provide the network operator with a variety of solutions so

that they may choose the best solution depending on their current situation.

1.2 Contributions

The works contained within this thesis have the consistent theme of developing the

RRASR problem. The �rst contribution is the mathematical representation of the

RRASR problem, which takes inspiration from the formulation proposed for the selective

pickup and delivery problem [12]. This formulation, as well as all others found, is applied

to a RASR problem but lacks consideration of the battery level of passive sensors as well

as the placement of sensors to maintain maximum network coverage and communication.

The addition of these additional objectives provides a more realistic simulation of RASR

than only considering the distance travelled by the mobile robot.

The second contribution comes in the form of creating the building blocks required to

solve this problem with an evolutionary multi-objective optimization (EMOO) algorithm;

speci�cally genetic algorithms (GAs). The single-objective version of this problem has

been solved prior by Liao and Ting [16] where they use a permutation that integrates

positive and negative integers to represent locations that are and are not visited in a

given sensor relocation trajectory, respectively. This is implemented in our proposed

solution, but due to additional problem constraints there is no guarantee that a given

solution will be feasible and therefore we have developed a specialized repair function

to guarantee the validity of all solutions in the population and ensure that infeasible

solutions are culled from the population.
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Our third contribution is an additional layer to the RRASR problem; we add a risk

management framework (RMF) as originally proposed by Falcon et al. [17]. The RMF

that we propose is tailored speci�cally to the RRASR problem and enables the system

to determine when sensor replacement should take place. The integration of the RMF

allows the system to deploy robots when user-speci�ed risk thresholds have been reached

in order to provide the exact amount of reliability that the user desires.

The �rst two publications contained within this thesis provide a solution for a single-

robot system. The �nal publication contained within provides a formulation for the

multiple-robot version of the RRASR problem. The addition of multiple robots to the

RRASR formulation introduced a host of problems that needed to be resolved via a

change in the problem formulation to account for the multiple relocation trajectories

rather than just the single one required for the original works, the addition of a new

objective for load balancing, and a new repair algorithm to compensate for the new

problem requirements. This is the fourth contribution of this thesis.

The �nal contribution is the empirical evaluation of the following state-of-the-art

EMOO algorithms via the proposed formulations: NSGA-II [14], NSGA-III [18], PESA-

II [19], SPEA2 [20], AGE-I [21], and AGE-II [22]. The evaluation conducted using these

algorithms serves two purposes: to �nd which of the selected algorithms gives the best

performance for RRASR, and to provide a comparative performance analysis of these

algorithms outside of traditional benchmark problems.

1.3 Outline

The remainder of this the is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 presents the reader with the related background information and previously

published studies that are relevant to the works contained within the thesis.

Chapter 3 presents the paper A Multi-Objective Optimization Approach to Reliable

Robot-Assisted Sensor Relocation [1] published in the proceedings of the 2015 IEEE

Congress on Evolutionary Computation.

Chapter 4 presents the chapter Planning Robust Sensor Relocation Trajectories for

a Mobile Robot with Evolutionary Multi-Objective Optimization [2] published in the
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Springer book �Computational Intelligence in Wireless Sensor Networks: Recent Ad-

vances and Future Challenges".

Chapter 5 presents the paper Reliable Multiple Robot-Assisted Sensor Relocation using

Multi-Objective Optimization [3] published in the proceedings of the 2016 IEEE Congress

on Evolutionary Computation.

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and details potential directions for future research.
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2

Related Work

This chapter serves to provide a broad overview of literature pertaining the works pre-

sented within this manuscript. It examines studies related to wireless sensor and robot

networks, robot-assisted sensor relocation, the underlying optimization problems, evolu-

tionary multi-objective optimization approaches, and risk-aware systems.

2.1 Wireless Sensor Networks

Wireless sensor networks are an area of powerful emerging technology wherein a group of

sensors are deployed in an ROI in order to conduct a monitoring task [4]. A wireless sensor

is de�ned as a piece of processing hardware with a sensing device, such as a thermometer,

barometer, or motion sensor; a form of wireless communication, and a power supply (e.g.,

battery) [4]. These networks are used in many domains, and ideally provide the maximum

amount of coverage possible. Some of these WSNs use a mobile robotic platform in order

to perform some sensing and/or actuation task within the network. These are referred

to as WSRNs. Within WSRNs there are two speci�c tasks that can be represented as
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optimization problems: sensor deployment and sensor relocation.

In a WSRN tasked with sensor deployment, the robot is responsible for deploying

sensors in an ROI. Depending on the operational situation, this deployment can take

many forms, such as: a blanket approach that attempts to entirely cover an ROI or

around the perimeter of an ROI. The former is used in [23] for a wild�re detection

scenario and the latter is shown in [24] for an intrusion detection scenario. In a sensor

relocation scenario, the robot has the task of relocating sensors to either replace sensing

gaps in the ROI due to sensor failure, when there are extra sensors, or to recon�gure the

network, when there are no extra sensors.

2.1.1 Sensor Deployment

The e�ectiveness of a WSN depends heavily on its deployment. If a WSN is deployed

without thought, then it is likely that the amount of coverage in the ROI is not maxi-

mized. In order to try and maximize the coverage area, a good deployment method must

be selected. Mobile actuators, or robots, can be used to deploy a WSN and deployment

methods can be divided into two groups: localized and centralized. With localized de-

ployment, the robots use information that is available to them to determine where to

place sensors. A centralized approach will determine the layout a priori and distribute

sensors according to that layout. In some situations, an ad-hoc deployment may be re-

quired, where sensors are randomly placed, such as being dropped out of a plane. In these

ad-hoc deployment, situations it is useful to have a sensor relocation method available

in order to organize the nodes in a more e�ective manner.

There are a few types of centralized deployment methods that can be used, such as:

grid [25], optimal [26], or 3-d [27] placement. Grid deployment is done by using a grid

to maximize WSN coverage. An example of this can be seen in [25] where a triangular

grid is used to create an optimally-spaced WSN that maximizes coverage area with

minimum sensor overlap. [26] proposes an optimal deployment whereby a physical layer

representation is �rst established and following that an optimal tra�c �ow is determined.

Each step of the process is determined for the network in order to ensure an optimal

deployment arrangement. Tra�c �ow within the network is considered and uses the
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presence of sources and sinks within the network to determine ideal distribution in order

to minimize the number of hops required for transmitting data. In [27] the authors

expand on the 2-d planar deployment by adding height and line-of-sight parameters to

their formulation. In doing this, they create a 3-d sensor deployment scheme in order to

minimize the number of sensors required in an environment with varying elevation.

In localized methods, the information that is obtained by the robot is used to deter-

mine where to place a sensor. These methods require algorithms that allow the robot to

operate independently of any controller. An example of this can be seen in [28] where

a randomized approach referred to as least recently visited (LRV) is proposed. In this

approach, each robot stores a weight for each direction that it travels in. This weight

represents the number of instances that a robot has travelled in a given direction. The

weights are then used to determine where the robot should travel next, with directions

having the lowest weight given priority. [29] proposes a method where each robot aligns

with a common grid and moves in a pre-de�ned order of preference, dropping sensors

at grid points. These sensors are associated with a sequence number and are marked

depending on their adjacency to an empty grid location (either white or black). The

robot(s) move about the grid using this information to create coverage. This method

does not require terrain and boundary information to be known a priori and is fault-

tolerant with regards to both sensor and robot failures.

2.1.2 Sensor Relocation

Sensor relocation methods provide a way for a WSN to maintain the maximum amount

of coverage possible within an ROI despite possible sensor failures [30]. Alternatively,

these methods can also be used to cope with an ROI whose dimensions change over time

[31]. In either case, some mobile robot must be present in order to provide the relocation

service; as such, sensor relocation can be seen as a robot-dependent WSRN. In the

literature, this is referred to as robot-assisted sensor relocation (RRSR) or carrier-based

coverage repair [32].

Sensor relocation methods can be divided into two groups based on the situation:

there are extra, unused sensors in the ROI, or the only sensors available are the ones
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currently active. The method of relocation will vary based on this. In situations where

all sensors are currently in use, there will be a recon�guring of the network in order to

minimize the number of sensing gaps in the ROI. In situations where there is an excess

of sensors, the relocation will simply be placing one of the extra sensors in the location

of failed sensors. There have been solutions proposed for both of these situations. As

aforementioned, with regards to sensor deployment, sensor relocation methods can be

divided into centralized and localized methods.

Centralized methods rely on some central server determining the best routing for the

robots in order to relocate sensors. The robots will only follow instructions as speci�ed by

the central server. Some of these methods use optimization algorithms to create sensor

relocation trajectories. An example of this is is given by Falcon et al.[32], where sensor

relocation is represented with one-commodity travelling salesman problem with selective

pickup and delivery optimization. Another modi�ed version of the travelling salesman

problem is used as the basis for the approach by Miao and Yu-Ping [33] which uses a

genetic algorithm as the solution method. Falcon et al. examine a multiple robot sensor

replacement problem they refer to as multiple-carrier coverage repair (MC2R) [30]. The

authors use what they term a �harmony-seeking �re�y algorithm" in order to solve the

problem.

Localized methods depend on the ability of the robot(s) to determine where to relocate

sensors to. This type of approach relies on the robot(s) be completely autonomous. A

market-based sensor relocation scheme is put forth in [34] in which sensors that are

adjacent to a sensing hole will determine a representative and notify the mobile robot.

This representative will tell the mobile robot which sensor it thinks is best to �ll the

sensing hole. The robot will then move the sensor in an attempt to restore sensor coverage

to the sensing hole. [35] shows both proactive and reactive replacement methods. In

both cases, there is a robot that wanders the ROI. When it detects a sensor alarm, in

the reactive case, or a soon-to-fail sensor, in the proactive case, it will return to the

base station to get a replacement and then replace the soon-to-fail nodes in the network.

Two algorithms are proposed by Fletcher et al.: Randomized Robot-assisted Relocation

of Static Sensors (R3S2) and a variant that uses grid placement, G-R3S2 [36]. In both
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algorithms, the robot will wander the ROI until it �nds a sensing hole. It will then

locate a sensor that can be used as a replacement and then repair the hole. When the

replacement is complete the robot then returns to randomly wandering the ROI.

2.2 Optimization Problems

Optimization is used to determine the best solution for a given problem. In these prob-

lems, we want to �nd the inputs to the problem that yield the best outputs. Traditionally,

optimization problems can have one or many inputs and will have a single output.This

is represented mathematically by the following:

max f(X) (1)

where f(X) is the optimization function and X is the input set where X = {x0, x1, ..., xn}

and xi ∈ <. Depending on the problem the inputs or output may also be an integer, a

permutation, a string, etc. and may be very computationally expensive to solve. The

number of possible combinations on input values, known as the input space, determines

the number of possibilities that must be evaluated to �nd the best output. Some problems

have constraints on the inputs that help to reduce the size of the input space, but even

in these cases there are still a large number of candidate solutions to evaluate. For many

types of optimization problems, there are methods that aim to reduce the number of

inputs that need to be tested; there are other, problem-speci�c, methods that �nd a

sub-optimal yet provably good solution. Optimization problems can be further broken

down into categories which can have common elements, including solution methods.

Combinatorial optimization is a type of optimization that revolves around combina-

tions of items. A few classical examples of these are the knapsack problem [37], travelling

salesman problem (TSP) [13], Chinese postman problem [38], vehicle routing problem

[39], and scheduling [40]. What makes these problems similar is that, at a mathematical

level, they can all be represented by graphs, i.e. can be de�ned as a grouping of points

(vertices) and the links between them (edges). A solution for one of these problems will

either be represented by one or more subsets of the graph, or a vector ordering of graph
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vertices or edges. Problems of this type will have a �nite number of possible solutions

as there are a �nite number of elements that make up a graph. In theory, it would be

possible to examine each possible solution for a combinatorial optimization problem and

select the best; this is know as brute force [41]. In practice this is generally not feasible

as the number of possible combinations takes an enormous amount of time to compute

[42]. Many cryptographic algorithms are based on this fact, as it would take years to

crack even a single encrypted datum, such as the algorithm proposed in [42]. Problems

of this kind fall into a category called NP for which there is no known method for �nding

an optimal solution in a reasonable amount of time but we are still able to check if a

solution is valid [43].

2.2.1 Complexity Theory

All optimization problems can be placed into di�erent groups depending on their com-

putational complexity. The most controversial of these classes are P, NP, NP-hard, and

NP-complete. Class P is the set of problems for which a solution can be found in polyno-

mial time [44]; class NP is the set of problems for which given a solution to the problem,

we can determine if it is valid in polynomial time [44]. The main argument that lies

within these de�nitions is to determine if it is possible to equate the �nding of a solution

(class P) with the checking of a solution (class NP). NP-Complete problems are ones for

which a set of problems for which any other problem in class NP can be transformed

into in polynomial time and for which a solution can still be veri�ed in polynomial time;

this means that if a solution method for any problem in NP-complete is found, that

solution method can be used on any problem in class NP [44]. NP-hard problems can be

colloquially de�ned as �the set of problems that is at least as tough as any other problem

in NP". Realistically, this means any problem in NP can be transformed in polynomial

time to a problem that is NP-hard, but a NP-hard problem is at least NP-complete and

may not even have a polynomial time decision form [44].

Figure 2 shows the relationship between each of these problem classes. The P vs NP

problem is, at the time of writing, a Millennium Problem1 as the idea that P 6= NP is

1http://www.claymath.org/millennium-problems/p-vs-np-problem
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Figure 2: Relationship of algorithm complexity classes

the crux of many areas of research such as cryptography [45] and heuristics.

Just because a problem is not optimally solvable in a reasonable amount of time, that

does not mean that a solution is not required for that problem. If the only scheduling

solution accepted was the optimal one, we would not have transit, school, and other

schedules. As such, a compromise is reached in the form of heuristic methods [46].

Heuristic methods allow us to approximate a so-called �good" solution to a problem.

This means that while such a method may not produce the optimal solution, it will at

the very least produce a valid solution. Some heuristic methods even have worst-case

guarantees, such as the classical Christophedes algorithm for solving TSP [47], which

guarantees the given solution will be at worst 3/2 of the value of the optimal solution.

It is methods such as these that allow us to reliably identify good solutions to problems

where the optimal solution is computationally out of reach.

2.2.2 Travelling Salesman Problem

The travelling salesman problem is a conceptually simple problem with a NP-hard com-

plexity. TSP is described simply as follows: if we are given a set of locations, what is

the shortest distance we can travel in which we will visit all locations, travel all roads at

most once, and �nish the route at the starting location [13].
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Figure 3: An example of a Travelling Salesman Problem tour.

A visual example of this is given in Figure 3. Mathematically this is represented by a

graph G = (V,E) where V is the set of all vertices in the graph, acting as the locations,

and E is the set of all edges, acting as the routes between any two locations. The �nal

solution to an instance of TSP is an ordered list of the vertices representing the order in

which the vertices are visited.

TSP is a versatile problem that can be used as an analogue for others through the

addition of various constraints. These constraints include: multiple salesman, directed

edges and others [48]. These modi�cations allow TSP to be applied to many areas,

such as: the drilling of printed circuit boards [49], cutting paper stock [50], interview

scheduling [51], route planning [52], and many others.

The addition of constraints to TSP allows the formulation of other problems that

have their own uses. One such problem is the TSP with deliveries and selective pickups

(TSP-SELPD) [32]. In this problem the vertices can be divided into two subsets: pickups

and deliveries. There is some commodity at each pickup location that must be collected

to be delivered at the delivery locations. Each delivery location must have a commodity

delivered to it, but each pickup need not be visited. This implies that a delivery location

cannot be visited unless some commodity has already been collected. Additionally, there

may be a constraint on how much commodity can be carried at a given time. This

problem has been applied to robot-assisted sensor relocation in the past [32].
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2.2.3 Vehicle Routing Problem

The vehicle routing problem (VRP) is similar to TSP in that there are one or more agents

that originate at a starting location and must also end their route there. Like TSP, each

location must be visited exactly once by any agent. The main di�erence between VRP

and TSP is that in VRP it is assumed that the agent will return to the starting location

more than once, therefore creating many disjoint sub-tours that all start and end with

the origin [39]. As the sub-tours are disjoint, they may be served by one or more agents,

depending on the number of sub-tours.

Figure 4: An example of a Vehicle Routing Problem solution. The coloured tours repre-

sent disjoint subtours.

Figure 4 gives an example of a VRP solution. The number of sub-tours can be

determined by constraints put on the problem. In some cases there is a restriction on

the number of agents or trips [53], in others, each agent can only carry a certain amount

of commodity and must return when they are exhausted [53]; others are the reverse

where the agent must pickup some commodity and when they are full they must return

to the starting location, and some are a mixture of the two [54]. Other versions of the

problem are constrained to time windows whereby the agents can only visit a location

during certain periods of time, which may or may not be consistent across each location

[55]. One version of the problem, termed the one-commodity vehicle routing problem

with selective pickup and delivery (1-VRP-SELPD) is introduced in [56] where, similar

to TSP-SELPD [32], there are a set up pickup and delivery locations wherein a delivery
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must be made to all delivery locations but all pickup locations need not be visited.

1-VRP-SELPD has also been applied to RASR in the past [30].

VRP �nds many real-world applications within delivery and route scheduling. It is

easy to see the similarities to the planning that a distribution warehouse would do with

regards to route planning and the various incarnations of VRP. A multi-depot version of

VRP is proposed in [57] which is representative of multi-warehouse distribution networks

used by retailers. One study, [58], expands on VRP with time-windows by modelling the

transportation of perishable food which has immediate application to planning routes

for food delivery.

2.3 Evolutionary Multi-Objective Optimization Algorithms

Multi-objective optimization (MOO) problems provide a new set of challenges as com-

pared to traditional single-objective optimization problems. This stems from how solu-

tions are determined to be superior to each other. In a single-objective problem, if a

solution evaluates to be better than another it is obviously a better solution. For multi-

objective problems a solution must be better in at least one objective and at least equal

in all others to be considered superior. A multi-objective optimization problem can be

de�ned as follows:

maxF = {f1(X), f2(X), ..., fn(X)} (2)

where F is the output vector, fi is an optimization function, and X = {x0, x1, ..., xn}

and xi ∈ <. Each fi may use one or many values from X. There is now an issue

that must be resolved: what if a solution is better than another in one respect, but not

others? I.e., what if we have solution F1 = {10, 50, 100} and solution F2 = {100, 50, 10}?

These solutions would be considered equally viable. The more objectives there are, the

more combinations of equally viable solutions there will be. The purpose of a multi-

objective algorithm is then to determine the Pareto optimal set of solutions. The latter

set of solutions is the set of solutions for a given problem where the solutions cannot be

improved in one objective without compromising another [59].
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Figure 5: Pareto set of solutions for a theoretical cost-comfort car purchasing scenario.

An example of this is given in Figure 5, where a set of solutions for a car purchasing

cost vs. comfort multi-objective problem are shown. As there is usually more than a

single solution in the Pareto optimal set, population-based algorithms are a good �t for

multi-objective optimization problems as they are well suited for providing a group of

solutions, rather than just one.

2.3.1 Multi-Objective Optimization Algorithms

There are two fundamental ways to solve a multi-objective problem: �nd a Pareto optimal

set of solutions and select one, either by a human decision maker or some pre-de�ned

mechanism, or create a scalarization of the problem to transform it into a single-objective

problem [60]. Scalarizing requires an in-depth understanding of the problem as well as

a guarantee that the importance of each facet of the original multi-objective problem

is static. If it is appropriate to scalarize a problem then any other single-objective

optimization method can be applied to the scalarized problem. This methodology will

lead to a single �optimal" solution for the problem. In the case where the requirements
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of a solution are more dynamic, the decision maker may want the ability to select from

a group of ideal solutions based on the current situation; this lends itself to the use of

true multi-objective optimization algorithms as a set of solutions is produced.

Population-based multi-objective optimization algorithms provide a set of solutions

to the decision maker based on the best solutions found during the algorithm's execution.

The best solutions are determined using Pareto dominance. A solution is said to dominate

another if it is superior in at least one way, and not inferior in any [14]. This concept of

dominance is also used as the crux of many algorithms as well. Non-dominated Sort-

ing Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [14], a commonly used multi-objective genetic

algorithm, is based around moving forward between iterations with only the least domi-

nated solutions. Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2) [20], another

commonly used algorithm, uses an internal strength function based on �tness, solution

distribution within the solution space, and solution dominance to determine which so-

lutions to carry forward. Both of these algorithms present their set of non-dominated

solutions at the �nal iteration allowing the decision maker to select based on their cur-

rent situation. NSGA-II and SPEA2 are both multi-objective genetic algorithms, which

are a type of evolutionary multi-objective optimization (EMOO) algorithms. Another

population-based algorithm, is particle swarm optimization (PSO) [61]. PSO works by

having a population of solutions, referred to as a swarm, called particles. The parti-

cles move around the solution space based on the guidance received from other particles

and their own track record. When a particle is deemed to have a better solution the

other particles will move towards them. In the multi-objective variants, the Pareto dom-

inance of a particle is taken into account when the particles move. A major di�erence

between multi-objective PSO and multi-objective genetic algorithms is that the former

do not rely on the genetic operators (i.e., crossover and mutation) that are the crux

of the latter. With regards to input types; multi-objective PSO does not work with

permutation-based solutions, or other discrete-type inputs. There are exceptions to this

such as in [62] wherein discrete functions are mapped to continuous functions and then

demapped after and [63] which rede�nes operators based on sets.
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2.3.2 Genetic Algorithms

Genetic algorithms are a type of evolutionary algorithm that can be used to solve a wide

range of optimization problems without making assumptions on the form of the underly-

ing function (i.e., di�erentiability, continuity, etc.). They take their inspiration from the

sharing of genetic information between generations of sexually-reproducing species. The

core concept is that given two parent solutions, we can create two o�spring solutions that

represent a mixture of the parents. The nature of GAs makes them a form of stochas-

tic algorithms, i.e., are never guaranteed the same output, even from the same starting

point, since random decisions, such as whether to mutate a particular chromosome or not,

will be made throughout the algorithm's execution. This e�ect is especially pronounced

due to the divide between the genotype (the internal representation of the solution) and

the phenotype (the external representation of the solution). When o�spring solutions

are generated, the genotypes are mixed and we evaluate the solution based on the new

phenotype.

The inherent problem is that mixing two good genotypes does not guarantee a good

phenotype in an o�spring solution. This is the same in nature, breeding two healthy

animals does not guarantee a healthy o�spring; however, this may also be due to a

mutation, a randomly occurring change in the genotype. GAs incorporate mutation into

their design; they can be helpful instead of harmful. From an optimization perspective,

they allow a random exploration of the solution space which can prevent the solution

population from converging towards a local optimum. GAs can be broken down into four

major building blocks: selection, crossover, mutation, and pruning, as detailed in Figure

6.

The selection mechanism of a GA determines which individuals in the solution pop-

ulation will become parent solutions. There are many mechanisms such as random

selection, roulette wheel selection [64], tournament selection [65], and elitist se-

lection [66]. Random selection works by arbitrarily picking any two individuals from the

population for reproduction. Roulette selection assigns each solution a probability based

on its �tness value; better solutions get a higher chance of being selected. Tournament
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Figure 6: The �ow of a typical genetic algorithm

Figure 7: An example of binary tournament selection for determining the parents of

potential o�spring solutions

selection randomly chooses a pre-determined number of solutions from the population

and puts them in tournament style brackets, as illustrated in Figure 7. This is done

twice in order to select two parent solutions for reproduction. Finally, elitist selections

will only use the top percentage of the population and employ one of the other selection
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methods using the pool of solutions determined by the elitist method.

Figure 8: An example of Partially Mapped Crossover.

Once two solutions have been selected as parents, they must undergo crossover in

order to create two o�spring solutions. There are many di�erent types of crossover

operators that apply to many types of solution representations. GAs can be employed

on almost any optimization problem so long as they have the proper representation. This

can include permutations, bit-string, integers and real numbers, strings, and trees. Even

programs can be created this way with a method called genetic programming [67].

Combinatorics problems often rely on permutation solution representation due to their

nature as each possible permutation represents a di�erent solution. With regards to

crossover for permutations there are a few possible options such as: partially mapped

crossover (PMX) [64], cycle crossover (CX) [64], and order crossover (OX) [64].

PMX works by randomly selecting two crossover points and exchanging the sections

within the points. Any duplicate entries are replaced using a mapping from the parents;

an example of PMX is shown in Figure 8. CX uses the idea of cycles found between the

two parent solutions to create o�spring solutions. To create a cycle we look at an index

of parent 1 and note the contents, and look at the same index of parent 2. We look at the
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Figure 9: An example of Cycle Crossover.

Figure 10: An example of Order Crossover.
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element at that index and �nd it in parent 1. We then look at the element in the same

index at parent 2. This is repeated until a cycle of elements is created. CX is illustrated

for clarity in Figure 9. OX works similarly to PMX, but does not use a mapping for

replacing the duplicate elements that are in the subsection; instead, OX will remove any

duplicate elements and �slide" the remainder of the elements to the right, looping around

the permutation if need be. The subsection is then placed into the shifted permutation,

thus creating an o�spring solution. This is illustrated in Figure 10.

The creation of o�spring solutions via crossover does not mark the end of the repro-

duction process. Just like in nature, there can be an element of surprise in reproduction

via mutation. In the case of a GA, this represents an opportunity for some randomized

exploration of the solution space, similar to simulated annealing algorithms [68]. Gen-

erally, mutation only has a small chance of occurring, preventing the GA from getting

too far o� track. Permutation-based algorithms provide a unique challenge in that all

elements of the permutation must be present in a solution, preventing the modi�cation

of elements without consequences. There are two basic forms of mutation that are viable

for permutation-based solutions: swap and insertion. A swap mutation will switch

the elements at two randomly chosen indexes of a permutation. An insertion mutation

will take a random element of the permutation and randomly insert it elsewhere in the

permutation. Local search algorithms can also be seen as a form of mutation. These

algorithms examine the o�spring solution and modify it based on its phenotype. Some

examples of this are k-opt algorithms [69], and tabu search [70], while not explicitly a

local search method, is used as one here.

The �nal step of a GA generation is pruning the population. Pruning is done to

keep the population at a reasonable size. GAs are very �exible in terms of their pa-

rameters, but for simplicity we will assume that a GA will create a number of o�spring

solutions equal to its population; therefore, after reproduction there will be twice the

initial number of solutions in the population. There are a few di�erent options for prun-

ing the population back down to the original size in preparation for the next generation.

Moving forward with only the new o�spring solutions is one option; another is to merge

the populations and take only the best half of solutions. Randomly selecting the new
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population is possible as well. Another approach is immediately after reproduction, take

the o�spring or parent solutions depending on which are better. The various components

of a GA each provide many di�erent options and provide many possibilities for di�erent

types of GA implementations, even when applying them to the same problem.

2.4 Risk-Aware Systems

Risk-aware systems provide a way for systems to autonomously determine the risk in

a given scenario [71]. In order for this to occur the system must have some way of

quantifying the risk of a given situation. This requires that the input to a risk-aware

system must also be quanti�able so that the underlying mathematical model of the

system can evaluate it and output a meaningful risk value to the user. These systems

must also be assessed using some performance metrics so that their e�ectiveness within

their application domain can be determined.

The mathematical model behind a risk-aware system is its backbone. It determines

the type and format in input and output data, as well as how the risk is determined. Some

models are quanti�able only at some steps of evaluation whereas others are quanti�able

at each step. There are systems that use hidden Markov-chains, a stochastic state-based

model, as the crux of their model [72]. Markov-chains represent a series of states and

use probabilities for moving between various states. The model proposed by Tan et

al. [72] is a general one, and does not indicate how probability values are determined.

An alternative to this would be fuzzy sets, which allow for partial set membership, as

seen in [17]. Keramati and Akbari propose a model which employs a statistical method

which determines its probabilities based on the Common Vulnerability Scoring System 2

(CVSS) [73]. CVSS uses a set of metrics that can be divided into three groups: base,

temporal, and environmental metrics. The combination of these metrics determines the

current risk and assigns a score between 0 and 10. Each of these approaches is designed

to be appropriate to its domain, from E-government network security, to wireless sensor

networks, to computer networks [71].

Within the realm of risk management, metrics can be di�cult to calculate. Since there

2https://www.�rst.org/cvss
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is no overarching risk management framework, there are no uni�ed metrics that can be

used to fairly compare all risk management systems [71]. Some metrics are de�ned in such

a way to be able to capture a speci�c task. This can be seen in [74] where the relevant

task is the management of risk in global software engineering projects. Ryan and Ryan

outline another approach that uses e�ciency and e�ectiveness metrics that capture how

a risk management system can extend the life of critical assets [75]. Another approach

is given in [76] where the authors o�er a system that decomposes threat scenarios into

results and events. By breaking a threat scenario down into small quantitative pieces it

becomes simpler to measure each component of a given threat scenario.

Risk-aware systems pose a unique challenge in their design and application as they

must be tailored to their domain of application. As each system is unique in purpose, it

is not possible to provide a homogeneous set of metrics across all risk-aware implemen-

tations.
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3

A Multi-Objective Optimization

Approach to Reliable Robot-Assisted

Sensor Relocation

3.1 Preamble

This chapter contains the paper �A Multi-Objective Optimization Approach to Reliable

Robot-Assisted Sensor Relocation" [1]. This paper introduces the Reliable Robot-Assisted

Sensor Relocation (RRASR) problem as an extension of the RASR problem. This is done

by incorporating additional problem objectives with the intent of creating a problem

that has consideration for potential real-world application. This problem is mathimati-

cally formulated as a multi-objective optimization problem. Additionally, we empirically

examine state-of-the-art evolutionary multi-objective optimization algorithms NSGA-II

[14], NSGA-III [18], SPEA2 [20], and PESA-II [19] and apply them to this problem in
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order to determine their e�cacy on a large sample set of non-traditional benchmark in-

stances. The experiments examine the e�ect of network size on the problem, and the

performance of the algorithms on the problem with varying degrees of in�icted damage

on the network. Some traditional multi-objective optimization metrics, such as: hy-

pervolume [77], spacing [77], generational distance [77], inverted generational distance

[78], maximum pareto front error [77], and runtime are use to evaluate algorithm perfor-

mance. Our �ndings indicate that PESA-II is the best overall performing algorithm for

the RRASR problem and provide insights into the performance of all algorithms across

the two experiments.
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A Multi-Objective Optimization Approach to

Reliable Robot-Assisted Sensor Relocation
Benjamin Desjardins, Rafael Falcon, Rami Abielmona and Emil Petriu

Abstract

Mobile robots can provide a wide range of value-added services to wireless sensor networks during their operational lifetime.
One of them has to do with the replacement of damaged sensors with other functional, passive ones. This scenario has been
recently studied as the “Robot-Assisted Sensor Relocation” (RASR) problem. RASR solutions traditionally focus only on one
aspect of the problem: minimizing the total distance traveled by the robot.The existing centralized solutions do not take into
account the reliability of the passive nodes that are selected as substitutes for the damaged nodes, for instance, their current
battery level. With this in mind, we propose a multi-objective optimization (MOO) formulation of the problem, named Reliable
Robot-Assisted Sensor Relocation (RRASR), where we consider two more objectives in addition to the trajectory length. These
objectives result from the fact that a given passive sensor selected to replace a damaged sensor in the region may not be in perfect
condition and that another passive sensor may be a better option. Due to the nature of MOO problems, we must present a diverse
set of solutions that exhibit a trade-off among the different decision objectives to a network manager so they may take appropriate
action. We evaluate the performance of four state-of-the-art evolutionary MOO algorithms with sensor networks of varying sizes
and inflicted damage levels. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time RASR is approached from an MOO angle.

Index Terms

evolutionary multi-objective optimization; genetic algorithms; wireless sensor and robot networks; robotics; wireless sensor
networks; sensor relocation

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consist of a group of wireless sensors that are deployed in a region of interest (ROI)

[1]. A wireless sensor is defined as a device equipped with some form of wireless communication, one or more pieces of

monitoring hardware, and a battery [1]. These sensors are deployed to gather low-level information in a ROI for high-level

applications in domains such as medicine, defence, and infrastructure [1]. As such, these sensors must be deployed in such a

way that there are no internal sensing holes so as to provide complete and uninterrupted surveillance.

Wireless Sensor and Robot Networks (WSRNs) [2] are an extension of WSNs wherein a robot, or group of robots, perform

some sensing and/or actuation task related to the WSN. In these cases, while the sensors may be limited in their capabilities,

the robots are flexible, generally mobile with fewer or no resource limitations and are designed to assist, maintain, and/or

optimize the sensor network. According to [3], WSRNs can be divided into two categories: robot-assisted WSNs, and robot-

dependent WSNs. In the former case, the robot(s) are not integral to the system, but their functionality will enhance its overall

performance. In the latter case, the robot(s) are required for the system to remain functional.

Robot-Assisted Sensor Relocation (RASR), also referred to in the literature as “carrier-based coverage repair” [4], is a

specific WSRN-related problem in which a robot is responsible for maintaining the network. In this problem, the robot(s),

on standby at a common base station, are responsible for relocating sensors in the network in order to maximize network

performance. RASR assumes that there are an abundance of sensors deployed in the ROI in excess of what is necessary

to achieve maximum coverage. These excess sensors are not required to actively collect information and will henceforth be

referred to as passive sensors. These passive sensors are used by the robot(s) to replace damaged sensors. The robot(s) will

leave the base station to reconfigure sensors when there has been enough change in the network; generally, a change refers to

a currently active sensor being damaged or its battery running out. Determining the required amount of change that triggers a

robot deployment is outside the scope of this study.

We propose an approach to the RASR problem in which a single mobile robot, able only to carry a limited number of

sensors, is located at the base station. The goal of the RASR problem is to find an optimal sensor replacement trajectory (in

terms of distance traveled by the mobile robot), and as such can be expressed as an optimization problem, the one-commodity

traveling salesman problem with selective pickup and delivery, as seen in [4]. The issue with the approach as seen in [4] is

that it does not consider the quality of the passive sensors picked up or their placement. This poses a problem because, in the

B. Desjardins and E. Petriu are with the School of Electrical Engineering & Computer Science, University of Ottawa, Ottawa ON, K1N 6N5 Canada
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TABLE I
RELATED RASR LITERATURE

Reference Architecture Number of Robots Solution Assumptions

[4] Centralized One Ant Colony System Robot has no battery constraints.
Robot can only carry a limited number of sensors.

[5] Centralized One Ant Colony System + Constrained
Neighbourhood Mutation
(ACS+CNM)

Robot has no battery constraints.
Robot can only carry a limited number of sensors.

[6] Centralized Many Firefly Algorithm & Harmony
Search

Robot has no battery constraints.
Robot can only carry a limited number of sensors.

[7] Localized One Proactive & reactive replacement
algorithms

Robot may only carry one sensor.
Robot has battery life.
Robot wanders when not recharging.

[8] Localized Many Localized Ant-based Sensor Re-
location Algorithm with Greedy
Walk (LASR-G)

Robot may only carry one sensor.
Maximizes coverage in any situation be it node failure or poor
deployment

[9] Centralized One Dual-objective genetic algorithm No relocation of nodes, only replacing batteries.
Batteries deplete over the course of replacement

[10] Localized One or Many Market-based Sensor Relocation
(MSR)

Robot may only carry one sensor.

worst case, the robot could place a passive sensor with low battery such that it would fail immediately after placement. Due

to this issue we approach RASR from a multi-objective optimization (MOO) perspective which, to the best of our knowledge,

is being done for the first time. We not only consider the trajectory length but also the lifetime of the resulting replacement

trajectory, and a metric we propose called the trajectory robustness, as two additional decision objectives. These objectives are

based on the previously mentioned issues: passive sensors have varying battery levels and therefore the choice of a particular

passive sensor makes a difference in the resulting sensor network. We refer to the new problem as Reliable Robot-Assisted

Sensor Relocation (RRASR) and use evolutionary multi-objective optimization (EMOO) algorithms to solve it.

In this paper we make the following contributions: (1) we review the most relevant works in the literature from a twofold

standpoint: sensor relocation by mobile robots and the novel optimization problem that emerges as a result of it; (2) we extend

and formalize the RASR problem to accommodate more realistic scenarios that directly impact the reliability of the proposed

solution; (3) we cast the emerging RRASR problem into the multi-objective optimization realm by introducing additional

decision objectives like trajectory robustness and trajectory lifetime; (4) we solve this problem using EMOO algorithms and

design their building blocks; (5) we discuss the results of a multi-angled empirical performance analysis of four well-known

EMOO algorithms that deal with sensor networks of varying sizes and inflicted damage levels.

The rest of the manuscript is structured as follows. Section II briefly reviews relevant works. Section III formalizes the

RRASR problem while Section IV elaborates on the algorithmic building blocks for the EMOO schemes under consideration.

Section V is concerned with the empirical evaluation of the methodology being put forth. Finally, Section VI concludes the

paper.

II. RELATED WORK

This Section briefly reviews relevant studies concerning robot-assisted sensor relocation and its underlying optimization

backbone.

A. Robot-Assisted Sensor Relocation

Various forms of RASR have been studied using different methods, as can be seen in Table I. Some of these formulations,

such as [4], [5], [6], and [9] envision a centralized system where the robots operate out of a central base station. Only [6],

[8], and [10] provide solutions with multiple robots to repair the WSN. Magklara et al [7] provide a restriction on the robot

wherein it has battery life. All of the formulations place a restriction on how many sensors may be carried by the robot(s), be

it one sensor or greater. [10] is unique among the localized solutions in that the sensors themselves help play a role in helping

the robot to identify the location of the sensing hole.

The formulation provided by [9] differs from the other substantially in that it only replaces the batteries of dead sensors

causing sensing holes. It bears mentioning as it has the solution closest to ours in the RASR space. It uses a genetic algorithm

to solve a pseudo MOO problem where one objective takes priority over another. However, the first objective exists only to

make sure that solutions include all sensing holes, rather than add depth to the problem.

We solve this problem by adding more depth to the scenario to more realistically model the problem. In doing so we differ

from the other RASR solutions by incorporating an MOO approach that results from the consideration given to the additional

depth of the scenario.
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We extend the problem solved in [4] by adding more decision objectives to the selection of the optimal sensor replacement

trajectories. In doing so, we differ from existing RASR solutions in that we incorporate a MOO approach to more realistically

model RASR.

B. Related Optimization Problems

TABLE II
RELATED OPTIMIZATION LITERATURE

Reference Optimization Problem Optimization Algorithm Objective Assumptions

[11] Selective Pickup and Delivery
Problem (SPDP)

Genetic Algorithm (GA) Minimize route length No maximum vehicle load.

[12] Multi-vehicle SPDP GA with Path Relinking Minimize sum of route
lengths

All vehicles are used in each instance.

[13]-1 SPDP GA with Adaptive Muta-
tion

Minimize route length No maximum vehicle load.

[13]-2 SPDP GA with Local Search and
Adaptive Mutation

Minimize route length No maximum vehicle load.

[14] Single Vehicle Routing Problem
with Deliveries and Selective Pick-
ups (SVRPDSP)

GA with Variable Neigh-
bourhood Search

Minimize route length Multiple visits to delivery location is valid.
Allows pickup and delivery from same lo-
cation.

[15] SVRPDSP Evolutionary Algorithm
with Variable
Neighbourhood Descent

Minimize route length Multiple visits to delivery location is valid.
Allows pickup and delivery from same lo-
cation.

[16] SPDP GA with Local Search Minimize route length No maximum vehicle load.

[17] Multiple Vehicle Routing Problem
with Delivery and Selective Pick-
ups (MVRPDSP)

Hybrid Metaheuristic Minimize sum of route
lengths

Allows pickup and delivery from same lo-
cation.

A generalization of RASR, in which pickup and delivery locations can store more than one item, has also been studied

as an optimization problem under different names: selective pickup and delivery problem (SPDP) [11] and the Single Vehicle

Routing Problem with Deliveries and Selective Pickups (SVRPDSP) [14]. They refer to versions of the Traveling Salesman

Problem (TSP) and the vehicle routing problem (VRP) respectively in which all delivery demands must be satisfied, but not

all pickup locations must be visited. An overview of these problems can be seen in Table II-B Since TSP and VRP are known

to be NP-hard, we can say that RASR is also NP-hard.

There have been studies conducted using GAs to find optimal solutions to a given problem instance. Liao and Ting take a

standard GA approach to this problem in [11]. Notably they use a repair function in order to deal with infeasible solutions. They

expand on their approach in [16] by using a memetic algorithm in order to improve their solutions. It is worth mentioning that

improvements to the local search will improve the entire algorithm. Liao and Ting also look to adaptive mutation to improve

solutions from both a standard GA approach and a memetic algorithm approach in [13]. A study by Bruck et al uses a GA with

variable neighbourhood search in order to find a solution to the problem [14]. This is expanded in [17] where solutions for the

multiple vehicle version of the problem are sought. Huang and Ting also proposed a solution to the multiple vehicle version

of the problem in [12]. Bruck and dos Santos expand again on [14] in [15] where they use a different gene representation for

their GA as well as using data mining techniques in order to improve their crossover and mutation operators.

The major difference in our approach is the addition of multiple objectives. This forces us to take a different perspective of

the problem as none of the approaches mentioned in the literature handle this problem. Due to the nature of MOO problems

we must look at a different way of solving the problem than those already presented. The genetic representations and operators

used in [11], [16], [13], [12], [14], and [15] can still be considered relevant as it would be possible to implement them in an

MOO algorithm.

III. RRASR: A MULTI-OBJECTIVE RASR FORMULATION

Our problem can be formulated as a combinatorial optimization problem. We represent our sensor network as a complete

undirected graph G = (V,E) with vertex set V = {v0, ..., vn} and edge set E = {eij = (vi, vj)|vi, vj ∈ V, vi 6= vj} in which

each edge eij has a cost dij > 0 representing the Euclidean distance between vi and vj .

Each vertex represents either a passive sensor or a sensing hole and has an associated unitary demand qi(1 for passive

sensors and −1 for sensing holes). The base station is denoted as v0 with q0 = 0. Therefore we can say that any other vertex

either belongs to the set of passive sensors S = {vi|vi ∈ V, qi = 1} or the set of sensing holes H = {vi|vi ∈ V, qi = −1}.

This implies that V = {S ∪H ∪ v0}.

Each sensor has an associated power level denoted by
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pi =







0 if vi ∈ H
−1 if i = 0
∼ U(0, 100) if vi ∈ S

There is a unique commodity (sensors) to be transported by the robot from one place to another. The robot can carry at

most Qmax sensors and leaves the base station with an initial cargo Q0, 0 ≤ Q0 ≤ Qmax. The robot will always drop its most

recently picked up sensor when it reaches a sensing hole due to simulated design constraints on the robotic arm and mobile

platform.

We also consider the set of all active nodes A = {a0, ..., am, v0} that form the WSN deployed in the ROI. This consideration

is important because it allows us to determine the importance of a node in the WSN with regards to maintaining network

connectivity. v0 is specially included in A to account for those sensing holes only known to the base station.

All passive and damaged sensors vi ∈ V, 1 < i < n have a communication radius of R. We use the edge set E′ = {e′ij =
(ai ∈ A, vj ∈ H)} to find the active node degree gj of each sensing hole vj ∈ H such that gj = |{ai ∈ A : d′ij ≤ R}| and

d′ij stands for the Euclidean distance between ai and vj where ai ∈ A, vj ∈ H .

We want to find a feasible sensor relocation trajectory, ϕ =
(

vγ1
, vγ2

, . . . , vγ|ϕ|

)

where γ([1; |V |−1]) → {γi} is an injective

function and v ∈ V {v0}, that starts and ends at the base station. As stated by Falcon et al. in [4], a sensor relocation trajectory

is said to be feasible if it has no repeated nodes (other than the base station as its first and last element), repairs all sensor

holes (i.e., drops a passive sensor at the location of each sensing hole), and never violates the robot’s capacity constraint. The

quality of ϕ will be evaluated according to the following objectives:

Minimize Trajectory Length
∑

eij∈ϕ

dij (1)

Maximize Trajectory Robustness
∑

vi∈ϕ∩S,vj∈ϕ∩H

pi
gj

δij (2)

Maximize Trajectory Lifetime

min{pi}, vi ∈ ϕ ∩ S (3)

The trajectory robustness is representative of how likely a sensor hole would be to cause a disconnect in the WSN. It is

expressed as a ratio between the battery power of the passive sensor being placed in the sensing hole and the active degree

of said sensing hole. The trajectory lifetime shows the worst passive sensor power level in a sensor relocation trajectory. The

function δij is evaluated as follows:

δij =







1 if vi ∈ ϕ ∩ S will be dropped off at the

location of vj ∈ ϕ ∩H
0 otherwise

(4)

IV. EMOO ALGORITHMS FOR RRASR

In this Section we unveil several common building blocks of the EMOO algorithms that will be applied to solve the RRASR

problem.

A. Solution Encoding

We use the modified version of a permutation-based representation proposed in [11]. For a problem instance with n nodes

we will use a permutation of n − 1 integers excluding the base station node, v0, from the permutation). Each solution will

take the form of {v1, ..., vn} to represent the visiting order of the nodes. Not all nodes are required to be visited, therefore

unvisited nodes will be denoted by a negative integer. For example, the solution (-4, 2, 5, -3, 1, 6) indicates that the robot

will visit the nodes 2, 5, 1 and 6 in that order. Since RRASR solutions must be quickly computed and then enacted on the

WSN, we adopted this permutation-based representation as it ensures higher computational efficiency at the expense of greater

memory capacity.

B. Objective Functions

We use an MOO approach in which fitness functions (1), (2), and (3) are evaluated and have no precedence over each other.

As a result, each solution is assessed in terms of three different (and conflictive) objectives.
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C. Population Initialization

The population is initialized by creating three heuristically determined individuals, one for each of the objective functions

and then randomly initializing the remainder of the population. For trajectory length (1) we use a nearest neighbour heuristic

in which we always take the shortest available and valid edge. For trajectory robustness (2) we always pick the sensor with

the highest battery level and deliver it to the sensing hole with the smallest degree regardless of location. Finally, the heuristic

for trajectory lifetime (3) is to select the available passive sensor with highest battery for placement at each sensing hole,

regardless of location.

The rest of the population is randomly initialized by incrementally and arbitrarily adding the elements of the permutation.

Their sign (positive or negative) is determined with equal probability. To prevent infeasible solutions from entering the

population, all randomly generated solutions undergo the repair operation, as seen in section IV-E, before entering the population.

D. Evolutionary Operators

1) Selection Operator: We use binary tournament selection in which two individuals are randomly chosen and the best

solution from the pair will be selected. Since this is an MOO problem the non-domination rank [18] of a given solution, rather

than a single fitness function, will be used for comparison. In the case that two competing solutions share the same rank either

solution will be chosen with equal probability.

Fig. 1. Example of partially-mapped crossover

2) Crossover Operator: Partially-mapped crossover (PMX) [19] is used as the crossover operator. This type of crossover

builds offspring by selecting a subsequence of a solution from one parent and preserving the order and position of as many

points as possible from the other parent, as shown in Fig. 1.

3) Mutation Operator: Two mutation operators are used: swap and insert. Each offspring may undergo a mutation. The

swap operator works by randomly selecting two indexes of the permutation and switching their values. The insert operator

works by removing an item from the permutation and inserting it into a random new location in the permutation.

Generic swap and insert mutations have no effect on the solution vector if only negative elements are affected. In order

to make the mutations more effective, whenever an element of the permutation is affected by a mutation it also has its sign

flipped. These mutations were noted to have more of an effect on solutions as they guaranteed changes in the solution vector.

E. Infeasibility Handling

We look at the constraints of the problem and repair a given individual if it violates them. In the case of the sensor relocation

trajectory not having the right number and type of nodes, we use the following methods to ensure that a solution will be viable.

• In the case H ⊆ ϕ is not true, we add the remaining elements of H to ϕ . We do this by making all elements in H in

the encoded solution positive if they are not already.
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Fig. 2. In the first example there are not enough passive sensors in the relocation trajectory. We add passive sensors from right to left until we have enough.
In the second example there are too many passive sensors in the relocation trajectory. We remove passive sensors from left to right.

• If |ϕ| > 2|H| −Q0, remove vi ∈ S ∩ ϕ from right to left until |ϕ| = 2|H| −Q0. By going from right to left we prevent

passive sensors from being collected after the last sensing hole is visited. We do this by iterating through the permutation

from n to 1 and flipping the sign of those vi from positive to negative until the condition is satisfied.

• If |ϕ| < 2|H| −Q0, add vi ∈ S, vi /∈ ϕ from left to right until |ϕ| = 2|H| −Q0. By going from left to right we prevent

the removal of passive sensor collections that are being used as part of the solution. We do this by iterating through the

permutation from 1 to n and flipping the sign of those vi from negative to positive until the condition is satisfied.

This portion of the repair function can be seen in Fig. 2.

The other constraint that must be considered for repair is: at all points in ϕ, 0 ≤ Q ≤ Qmax must hold. We must consider

the two infeasible cases:

• If Q > Qmax at some point in ϕ, move the offending vi ∈ ϕ∩ S after the nearest right vi ∈ ϕ∩H in ϕ . To do this we

insert the vertex in which the issue appears after the rightmost element of H that appears in the permutation.

• If Q < 0 at some point in ϕ, move the offending vi ∈ ϕ ∩ H after the nearest right vi ∈ ϕ ∩ S in ϕ . To do this we

insert the vertex in which the issue appears after the rightmost element of S that appears in the permutation.

Fig. 3. Examples of sensor relocation trajectory ordering repair for Qmax = 2. In the first example the robot attempts to place a sensor when it is not
carrying one. We swap the offending sensing hole with the next passive sensor. In the second example the robot attemps to collect a passive sensor when it
is already carrying a full load. We swap the offending passive sensor with the next sensing hole.

This portion of the repair function can be seen in Fig. 3.

After each of the above repair steps the infeasibility item in question will have been resolved.

F. Stop Criteria

All algorithms will terminate after a set number of objective function evaluations has occurred in order to ensure a fair

empirical comparison baseline. In a real-world scenario, a time-based stop criterion would be more appropriate as RRASR is

generally time-constrained.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This Section elaborates on the empirical evaluation of the proposed MOO methodology for the RRASR problem.

A. Experimental Setup

1) Synthetic Scenario Generation: The scenarios used for testing the proposed approach have been generated with the ability

to control certain parameters such as the number of nodes N , the number of passive sensors NP = |S| and the ratio of sensing

holes to passive sensors RHS . In order to simulate and RRASR scenario, we generate the scenario by first mapping a grid

of active sensors that would represent the sensor network in the ROI. We then take a subset of those active sensors and turn

them into sensing holes. Finally, we randomly distribute the remainder of the nodes as passive sensors using the MAX DPA

algorithm adapted from [20]. The resulting set of passive sensors and sensing holes is the scenario used for experimentation.

We generated 98 scenarios for the following parameters:N from 10 to 1,000 in increasing steps for a total of 49 scenarios;

RHS from 1% - 49% for a total of 49 scenarios.

2) Algorithm and Parameter Configurations: Four state-of-the-art EMOO algorithms were selected for the empirical analysis:

NSGA-II [18], SPEA2 [21], PESA-II [22], and NSGA-III [23]. In order to generate some performance metrics, we first created

reference Pareto sets for each scenario as follows: each of the four aforesaid EMOO algorithms was run 50 times on the

scenario and the resulting 200 Pareto sets were merged. The non-dominated front of this set became the reference Pareto

optimal set for that RRASR scenario.

The parametric configuration common to all EMOO algorithms is given in Table III.

TABLE III
DEFAULT EMOO ALGORITHM PARAMETERS

Parameter Value

Population Size 200

Nr. of Function Evaluations 100000

Probability of Crossover 0.75

Probability of Mutation 0.25

We conducted the experiments using their MOEA Framework [24] implementations. For PESA-II and SPEA2, we ported

its jMetal [25] implementation to MOEA Framework. The crossover and mutation probabilities are the MOEA Framework

default values and we decided to use those for our experiments.

3) Performance Metrics: Table IV lists the six MOO performance metrics used in this study.

The reported metric values are the averages, over all synthetic RRASR scenarios, of the means of 30 independent runs of

an algorithm upon a scenario.

TABLE IV
ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE METRICS

Name Ref. Goal Description

Hypervolume [26] Max Represents the volume of the objective space dominated by
solutions in the approximation set.

Max Pareto
Front Error

[26] Min Represents the maximum distance from solutions in an ap-
proximation set to the nearest solution in the reference set.

Spacing [26] Max Represents the spread of the Pareto approximation set.

Generational
Distance

[26] Min Represents average distance from solutions in the approxima-
tion set to the nearest solution in the reference set.

Inverted
Generational
Distance

[27] Min Represents the average distance from solutions in the refer-
ence set to the nearest solution in the approximation set.

Elapsed Time N/A Min The runtime (in seconds) of the algorithm.

4) Statistical Validation: To confirm whether statistically significant differences in the performances of the algorithms tested

exist or not, we rely on nonparametric tests as suggested in [28]. In all cases a significance level of 5% is used.

As we do not have a control algorithm, we first establish or reject the existence of statistically significant differences in

the whole group using the Friedman N ×N procedure. In the case that the null hypothesis is rejected (i.e., there exists some

statistically significant differences in the group), then a set of pairwise comparisons is carried out using the following post-hoc

procedures: Nemenyi, Holm, Schaffer, and Bergmann [28]. We will employ Bergmann as the default post-hoc procedure given

its robustness and reliable adjustment of the p-value. Only when Bergmann does not reject a hypothesis will we resort to the

other post-hoc methods.

The algorithm performance data used for the statistical validation procedure was collected at 25, 50, 75, and 100 percent of

the number of function evaluations across each of the scenarios.
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Planning Robust Sensor Relocation

Trajectories for a Mobile Robot with

Evolutionary Multi-Objective

Optimization

4.1 Preamble

This chapter contains the book chapter �Planning Robust Sensor Relocation Trajectories

for a Mobile Robot with Evolutionary Multi-Objective Optimization" [2]. This chapter

expands on the work contained in the previous chapter by updating the trajectory ro-

bustness objective function as well as integrating a risk-management framework (RMF)

for proactive sensor replacement. The utilization of the RMF allows the detection of ac-

tive sensors that have exceeded a permissible risk threshold and are therefore �agged as
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damaged nodes, hence becoming the target of a new sensor relocation round by the mo-

bile robot. Additionally, two more evolutionary multi-objective optimization algorithms,

AGE-I [21] and AGE-II [22], are added to the evaluation group. Parametric tuning is

conducted in order to evaluate each algorithm using a set of input parameters suited

to it. We conduct three experiments in order to test algorithm performance: the e�ect

of network size on the problem, and the performance of the algorithms on the problem

with varying degrees of in�icted damage on the network, and the physical density of the

passive sensors within the network. We evaluate the performance of all algorithms using

the same set of metrics used in [1]. We �nd that PESA-II and NSGA-III are the best

overall performing algorithms. AGE-I and AGE-II claim to perform better than all of

the other algorithms included here on a set of standard benchmark problems. We show

here that on an applied problem this is not the case.
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Abstract. Wireless sensor networks provide a method for monitoring a
region of interest. Incorporating a mobile robot within the sensor net-
work allows various types of functionality to be added. One example
of this is the replacement of risky and/or damaged sensors with other
functional, passive ones. Using a specially designed risk management
framework (RMF), we can proactively detect sensors that are at a high
risk for failure and replace them before any network coverage is lost.
The problem of optimizing the robot trajectory while picking up pas-
sive sensors and dropping them at the locations of the damaged sensors
in the field has been studied as the “Robot-Assisted Sensor Relocation”
(RASR) problem. One shortcoming of existing RASR solutions is that
the chosen robot trajectory is the one with the shortest length; however,
no regards as to the durability of the passive sensors in the relocation
chain are taken into consideration. We propose a more robust manner to
come up with these trajectories by taking into account the current energy
levels of the participating passive sensors as well as the ideal locations
for their deployment. We resort to multi-objective optimization (MOO)
to handle the tradeoffs among the different decision objectives that are
part of this new formulation, named here as “Reliable Robot-Assisted
Sensor Relocation”. We outline the RRASR problem as well as the RMF
used for detecting risky sensors in the wireless sensor network before the
calculation of the sensor relocation trajectory takes place. We also eval-
uate the performance of six state-of-the-art evolutionary multi-objective
optimization (EMOO) algorithms with sensor networks of varying sizes,
inflicted damage levels, and passive sensor densities. The empirical re-
sults confirm the feasibility of utilizing EMOO approaches to suggest
multiple sensor relocation trajectories to the network manager.

1 Introduction

A wireless sensor is a device that is equipped with monitoring hardware, a bat-
tery, and some form of wireless communication [1]. A group of these wireless
sensors is referred to as a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) and is deployed in
a region of interest (ROI) [1]. WSNs gather low-level information about a ROI
for high-level applications in various domains, including medicine, defense, and
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agriculture [1]. As many of these domains are information-critical, the sensors
must be deployed in such a way to provide complete sensing coverage over the
ROI with no internal sensing holes.

WSNs can be functionally expanded with the addition of a mobile robot. This
robot, or group of robots, perform some sensing or actuation task that is related
to the WSN. This is referred to as aWireless Sensor and Robot Network (WSRN)
[2]. The robots add a flexibility not present in a WSN as they are generally
mobile and have fewer or no resource restrictions and are designed to maintain,
assist, or optimize the sensor network. Falcon explains in [2] that WSRNs can
be divided into two categories: robot-dependent WSNs, and robot-assisted WSNs.
In a robot-dependent WSN, the robot(s) are integral to the functionality of
the network. However, robot-assisted WSNs do not require the functionality
of robot(s), instead only relying on them to improve the performance of the
network.

Robot-Assisted Sensor Relocation (RASR) is a specific WSRN-related prob-
lem wherein a robot is responsible for maintaining the coverage of the network.
RASR is also referred to as “carrier-based coverage repair” [3] in the literature.
This problem is defined by having a common base station where one or more
robots are on standby. These robots are responsible for relocating and/or re-
placing sensors in order to maximize network performance. RASR assumes that
there are additional sensors in the ROI not currently being used by the network
to achieve maximum coverage. These extra sensors do not actively collect infor-
mation and will be referred to as passive sensors. The robot(s) use these sensors
to replace damaged sensors in the network, viz. by leaving the base station, pick-
ing up some passive sensors and dropping them at the locations of the damaged
sensors. to reconfigure the network when there has been enough degradation of
the coverage area.

This chapter builds upon the early work done by Desjardins et al. in [4]
in defining Reliable Robot-Assisted Sensor Relocation (RRASR). The original
work defines RRASR as a specific version of RASR wherein there is a single
mobile robot that has a limited carrying capacity and our objective is to find an
optimal sensor relocation trajectory. RRASR differs from RASR in that there are
additional objectives of importance beyond trajectory length. These additional
objectives are representative of the fact that when only considering the distance
that the mobile robot travels, we ignore the quality of the sensors that are being
placed. In the worst case scenario, a passive sensor with very little remaining
battery life could be used to fill a sensing hole. This is a poor solution as it
will require the robot to redeploy in a short amount of time to fix the same
sensing hole. Due to these additional objectives, RRASR was formulated as a
multi-objective optimization (MOO) problem and as such we use evolutionary

multi-objective optimization (EMOO) algorithms to solve it.

In the original RRASR problem [4], robots are deployed when there are
sensing holes already in the network. In this chapter, we present a method for
identifying sensors that are likely to fail, and replacing them before a sensing
hole occurs. This is essential for operations in critical systems where complete
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sensing coverage of an ROI is always required. We rely on the Risk Management

Framework (RMF), described in [5] to support the risk-aware analysis of which
sensors become damage at a certain point in time. Our tailored RMF formulation
allows proactive replacement of sensors that are deemed at risk of failing or being
faulty in order to try and minimize any lack of coverage in the ROI.

We expand on the original work in [4] with the following contributions: (1)
review the literature on three fronts: sensor relocation by mobile robots, the
optimization problem that stems from it, and the use of risk-driven schemes; (2)
We propose a proactive replacement methodology using an RMF-based approach
that monitors several key factors to ensure proper sensor functioning; (3) we
modify one of the existing RRASR objectives proposed in [4] to more accurately
reflect the importance of network connectivity when selecting what passive sensor
to deploy at a certain spot; (4) we solve this problem using a set of state-of-the-
art algorithms, including the newer AGE-I [6] and AGE-II [7] algorithms; (5)
We use parametric tuning to ensure each algorithm provides the best possible
results; (6) we discuss the results of our statistically validated empirical results,
giving insight into the EMOO algorithms’ performance, in experiments dealing
with various sizes of sensor networks, inflicted damage levels, and distribution
density of passive sensors.

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly re-
views relevant works. Section 3 details our proposed RMF formulation for de-
termining the damaged sensors. Section 4 formalizes the RRASR problem and
Section 5 elaborates on the algorithmic components for the EMOO techniques
under consideration. Section 6 contains the empirical evaluation of the proposed
methodology. Finally, Section 7 concludes the chapter.

2 Related Work

This section provides a brief overview of related studies regarding robot-assisted
sensor relocation and its underlying optimization problem as well as the risk
management framework.

2.1 Robot-Assisted Sensor Relocation

RASR has been studied in various forms using different methodologies, as sum-
marized in Table 1. In addition to what method is used to solve the problem,
there are two other categories that define an approach to RASR: the architec-
ture, centralized or localized, and the number of robots being one or many. The
formalizations provided in [3], [8], [9], and [13] use a centralized architecture,
wherein a central server or base is responsible for determining the deployment
and trajectory of the robot(s). In the centralized scenario, the robot(s) are stored
in the base station until they are needed. Multiple-robot solutions are described
in [9], [11], and [14] and use different methods for determining trajectories of the
robots. All of the literature examined provided solutions where the robot has
a limited carrying capacity. Uniquely, the solution provided by Li et al. in [14]
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Table 1: Related RASR Literature
Ref. Architecture Number of

Robots

Solution Assumptions

[3] Centralized One Ant Colony System Robot has no battery con-
straints.
Robot can only carry a lim-
ited number of sensors.

[8] Centralized One Ant Colony System
+ Constrained Neigh-
bourhood Mutation
(ACS+CNM)

Robot has no battery con-
straints.
Robot can only carry a lim-
ited number of sensors.

[9] Centralized Many Firefly Algorithm & Har-
mony Search

Robot has no battery con-
straints.
Robot can only carry a lim-
ited number of sensors.

[10] Localized One Proactive & reactive re-
placement algorithms

Robot may only carry one
sensor.
Robot has battery life.
Robot wanders when not
recharging.

[11] Localized Many Localized Ant-based
Sensor Relocation Algo-
rithm with Greedy Walk
(LASR-G)

Robot may only carry one
sensor.
Maximizes coverage in any
situation be it node failure
or poor deployment

[12] Localized One or Many Randomized Robot-
assisted Relocation of
Static Sensors (R3S2)
and grid variant (G-
R3S2)

Robot has no battery con-
straints
Robot wanders when not ac-
tively replacing nodes

[13] Centralized One Dual-objective genetic
algorithm

No relocation of nodes, only
replacing batteries.
Batteries deplete over the
course of replacement

[14] Localized One or Many Market-based Sensor Re-
location (MSR)

Robot may only carry one
sensor.

uses a method where the sensors themselves play a role in helping the robot to
identify sensing holes in the network. Fletcher et al. [12] use a strictly program-
matic approach to replacement whereby one or many robots will wander a WSN
and replace sensors as necessary. They provide two variants of their solution:
grid-based and non-grid-based.

Within the RASR space, the solution closest to the one we propose is found
in [13]. Coincidentally, it also differs the most from the others as it proposes
a method where only the batteries of the sensors are replaced, rather than the
sensors themselves. It uses a genetic algorithm (GA) to solve a two objective
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MOO problem wherein one objective is favoured over the other. One of the
objectives represents the portion of damaged sensors that are in the current
solution. This acts as a driving factor for all damaged sensors to be included in
the solutions, but does not add depth to the problem.

Our solution provides more depth to the problem by more realistically mod-
eling it. We do this by incorporating an MOO approach that stems from the con-
sideration given to other facets of the problem. We extend the problem solved in
[3] by including additional decision objectives for determining the optimal sensor
relocation trajectories. We set ourselves apart from traditional RASR solutions
by incorporating additional decision objectives that provide a more realistic view
of RASR.

2.2 Related Optimization Problems

Table 2: Related Optimization Literature
Ref. Optimization Prob-

lem

Optimization

Algorithm

Objective Assumptions

[15] Selective Pickup and De-
livery Problem (SPDP)

Genetic Algo-
rithm (GA)

Minimize
route length

No maximum vehicle
load.

[16] Multi-vehicle SPDP GA with Path
Relinking

Minimize
sum of route
lengths

All vehicles are used in
each instance.

[17]-1 SPDP GA with Adap-
tive Mutation

Minimize
route length

No maximum vehicle
load.

[17]-2 SPDP GA with Lo-
cal Search and
Adaptive Mu-
tation

Minimize
route length

No maximum vehicle
load.

[18] Single Vehicle Routing
Problem with Deliver-
ies and Selective Pickups
(SVRPDSP)

GA with
Variable Neigh-
bourhood
Search

Minimize
route length

Multiple visits to deliv-
ery location is valid.
Allows pickup and de-
livery from same loca-
tion.

[19] SVRPDSP Evolutionary
Algorithm
with Variable
Neighbourhood
Descent

Minimize
route length

Multiple visits to deliv-
ery location is valid.
Allows pickup and de-
livery from same loca-
tion.

[20] SPDP GA with Local
Search

Minimize
route length

No maximum vehicle
load.

[21] Multiple Vehicle Rout-
ing Problem with Deliv-
ery and Selective Pick-
ups (MVRPDSP)

Hybrid Meta-
heuristic

Minimize
sum of route
lengths

Allows pickup and de-
livery from same loca-
tion.
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RASR can be generalized into versions of the Travelling Salesman Problem

(TSP) and the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) optimization problems. The ver-
sions of these problems that most closely model RASR are selective pickup and

delivery problem (SPDP) [15] and the Single Vehicle Routing Problem with De-

liveries and Selective Pickups (SVRPDSP) [18]. The defining difference between
TSP/ VRP and SPDP/ SVRPDSP is that all delivery requests must be satisfied,
but not all pickup locations need to be visited. Table 2 gives an overview of some
of the approaches to these problems. As a note, since TSP and VRP are known
to be NP-hard, we can infer that RASR is NP-hard as well.

These problems have been approached in different ways, but of interest to us
are approaches using evolutionary and genetic algorithms. Liao and Ting use a
standard GA approach in [15]. An important feature of this work is that they in-
corporate a repair function in order to guarantee the feasibility of their solutions.
This approach is expanded upon in [20] where they use a memetic algorithm in
order to improve their results. In [17], Liao and Ting employ both a standard
GA approach and a memetic approach with adaptive mutation to enhance solu-
tion quality. In [18], Bruck et al. use a GA with variable neighbourhood search.
This is further developed in [21] where a multi-vehicle version of the problem
is examined. The multi-vehicle problem is also examined by Huang and Ting in
[16]. The approach in [18] is broadened on by Bruck and dos Santos in [19] where
they explore a different gene representation as well as incorporate data mining
techniques in order to improve their mutation and crossover operators.

Our approach diverges from the ones mentioned above due to the addition
of multiple decision objectives. As the methods relating to this problem in the
literature only address a single objective, we unveil a new avenue to the prob-
lem. As we consider using EMOO algorithms to solve our problem, the genetic
representations found in [15], [20], [17], [16], [18], and [19] can still be deemed
relevant as it is possible to use them in an EMOO algorithm.

2.3 Risk-Driven Detection of Damaged Sensors

The original RMF was proposed by Falcon et al. in [5]; the authors outlined a
multimodular architecture comprising: (a) a risk feature extraction module that
generates a parallel risk stream from the incoming raw data features; (b) a risk
visualization module, allowing the user to monitor the system’s risk landscape
in real time and (c) a risk assessment module that evaluates local and global risk
dimensions of any system unit at any point in time. In [22], a response selection
module was added in order to automatically determine a small set of the most
promising responses to a risky event that are to be presented to an operator for
further analysis. McCausland et. al. give in [23] and [24] two implementations
of an RMF for maintaining perimeter coverage of an ROI. This is similar to
our proposed RMF as we too are trying to preserve maximum coverage across
our ROI. Falcon et al. augment the original risk feature extraction module in
[25] by integrating hard-soft information fusion in order to extract risk features
from a variety of sources such as radar, Automatic Identification System (AIS),
intelligence reports, and historical data. More recently, the generation of an
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object’s intent in a risk-aware fashion using anomaly detectors has been the
subject of discussion in [26].

3 RMF for Sensor Fault Detection

In the original work [4] the robot was only deployed when the sensing holes in the
ROI had formed due to sensor failure caused by battery depletion or otherwise.
Here, we outline outline an implementation of the Risk Management Framework
introduced in [5] that aims at detecting damaged sensors early on so they could
be appropriately replaced with passive sensors. to maintain a maximal amount
of sensor coverage over the ROI. We incorporate elements of the RMF proposed
in [22] including risk feature extraction and the risk assessment module.

Risk feature extraction works by identifying the underlying data features
of our system and providing a transformation into risk features used by the
risk assessment module. This is done by creating a set of linguistic terms for
each linguistic variable. Each linguistic term is modeled as a fuzzy set with a
corresponding membership function. We use a Mamdani fuzzy inference system
[27] for our implementation of the risk assessment module.

3.1 Data Features

We use the following four data features as the basis for our RMF:

Battery Level: A value reported from the sensor, in the range [0, 100] repre-
senting the percentage of battery power remaining.

Data Fault Detection: A nominal value representing the quality of data being
transmitted by a sensor. It is determined by the method proposed by Chen et al.
in [28]. The nominal value has four possibilities: possibly normal (LG), possibly
faulty (LT), normal (GD), or faulty (FT).

Transmission Reliability: Used to measure if the frequency at which data is
periodically sent by a sensor is acceptable. This is represented by the following
function:

f(r) = r/Rmin (1)

where r is the current transmission rate based on a sliding time window, in
packets per second, and Rmin is the minimum acceptable transmission rate. If
f(r) >= Rexp, where Rexp = ρRmin, the expected transmission rate, and ρ is a
predetermined constant, then the transmission rate is deemed to be normal. If
1 < f(r) < (ρ+ 1) then the transmission rate is acceptable.

Physical Reliability: Represents the likelihood of a failure occurring due to
the age of the sensor or its components. We represent this with the exponential
failure distribution function:
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F (t) = 1− e−λt (2)

Where t is the usage time of the sensor and λ is a constant that is determined
by the make and model of the sensor.

3.2 Risk Features

Each of the data features described in Section 3.1 corresponds to a risk feature.
This gives us the following risk features:

1. Battery Risk (R1)
2. Data Fault Risk (R2)
3. Transmission Reliability Risk (R3)
4. Physical Reliability Risk (R4)

Table 3: Trapezoidal Membership Functions
Battery Risk Transmission Reliability

Risk

Physical Reliability

Risk

A B C D A B C D A B C D

HIGH −∞ 0 15 30 −∞ 0 1 1 +
0.25(ρ−
1)

0.6 0.85 1 ∞

MED 20 30 60 70 1 +
0.1(ρ−
1)

1 +
0.6(ρ−
1)

1 +
0.75(ρ−
1)

1 +
0.85(ρ−
1)

0.3 0.5 0.6 0.8

LOW 60 75 100 ∞ 1 +
0.75(ρ−
1)

1 + ρ ∞ ∞ -∞ 0 0.33 0.5

Each of the risk features is treated as a linguistic variable with three linguistic
terms: LOW ,MED, andHIGH to indicate the level of risk that the data feature
entails. Using the functions described for each data feature, we assign a risk value
for each of the risk features by using trapezoidal membership functions. These
functions are detailed in Table 3 for R1, R3, and R4. R2 is a unique case as it is
defined by four nominal values; as such, we assign the value of the risk features
according to the following:

Possibly Normal (LG) 7→ LOW

Normal (GD) 7→ LOW

Possibly Faulty (LT) 7→ MED

Faulty (FT) 7→ HIGH
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Using the membership values for the three numerical risk features and the
nominal value for the only nominal risk feature, we are able to determine an
overall risk value for each active sensor in the network. This process is outlined
in the following section.

3.3 Risk Assessment Module

The assessment module of the RMF aggregates the risk features into an overall
risk value for each sensor. Our RMF uses the following rules for aggregation:

– IF R1 is HIGH or R2 is HIGH or R3 is HIGH or R4 is HIGH then
SensorRisk is HIGH

– IF R1 is MED and R2 is MED and R3 is MED then SensorRisk is HIGH
– IFR1 isMED orR2 isMED orR3 isMED orR4 isMED then SensorRisk

is MED
– IF R1 is LOW and R2 is LOW and R3 is LOW and R4 is LOW then

SensorRisk is LOW

If a sensor belongs toHIGH with membership greater than 0.6 a replacement
operation is triggered. Any sensor with membership to MED ≥ 0.6 or HIGH ≥
0.6 is flagged for replacement by the mobile robot. We replace sensors with high
membership to MED in order to reduce the number of relocation tours required
by the robot to maintain network coverage. Note that some of the risk features
do not increase monotonically, so threshold values for flagging must be carefully
tuned to avoid replacing sensors that do not necessarily require replacement.

Fig. 1: An outline of the various steps of the RMF for RRASR

4 RRASR: A Multi-Objective RASR Formulation

RRASR can be expressed as a combinatorial optimization problem by represent-
ing our sensor network as a complete undirected graph G = (V,E) with vertex
set V = {v0, ..., vn} and edge set E = {eij = (vi, vj)|vi, vj ∈ V, vi 6= vj} in which
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each edge eij has a cost dij > 0 representing the Euclidean distance between vi
and vj .

Each vertex represents either a passive sensor or a sensing hole and has an as-
sociated unitary demand qi(1 for passive sensors and −1 for sensing holes). The
base station is denoted as v0 with q0 = 0. Therefore, we can say that any other
vertex either belongs to the set of passive sensors S = {vi|vi ∈ V, qi = 1} or the
set of sensing holesH = {vi|vi ∈ V, qi = −1}. This implies that V = {S∪H∪v0}.

Each sensor has an associated battery level denoted by:

pi =







0 if vi ∈ H
−1 if i = 0
∼ U(0, 100) if vi ∈ S

There is a unique commodity (sensors) to be transported by the robot from
one place to another. The robot can carry at most Qmax sensors and leaves
the base station with an initial cargo Q0, 0 ≤ Q0 ≤ Qmax. The robot always
drops the most recently picked up sensor when it reaches a sensing hole due to
simulated design constraints on the robotic arm and mobile platform.

We also consider the set of all active nodes A = {a0, ..., am, v0} that form the
WSRN deployed in the ROI, although these do not become part of the network
graph G for optimization purposes. This is an essential consideration to our
problem as it allows us to determine the importance of a node in the WSRN
with regards to maintaining network connectivity. v0 is specially included in A
to account for those sensing holes only known to the base station.

All passive and damaged sensors vi ∈ V, 1 < i < n have a communication
radius of R. We use the edge set E′ = {e′ij = (ai ∈ A, vj ∈ H)} to find the active
node degree gj of each sensing hole vj ∈ H defined as the number of active sensors
within communication distance of the sensing hole. This is formally defined as:
gj = |{ai ∈ A : d′ij ≤ R}| and d′ij stands for the Euclidean distance between ai
and vj where ai ∈ A, vj ∈ H.

We want to find a feasible sensor relocation trajectory, ϕ =
(

vγ1
, vγ2

, . . . , vγ|ϕ|

)

where γ : [1; |V | − 1] → {γi}, v /∈ V {v0} is an injective function, that starts and
ends at the base station. As stated by Falcon et al. in [3], a sensor relocation
trajectory is said to be feasible if it has no repeated nodes (other than the base
station as its first and last element), repairs all sensor holes (i.e., drops a pas-
sive sensor at the location of each sensing hole), and never violates the robot’s
capacity constraint, Qmax. The quality of ϕ will be evaluated according to the
following optimization objectives:

Minimize Trajectory Length

∑

eij∈ϕ

dij (3)

Maximize Trajectory Robustness

∑

vi∈ϕ∩S,vj∈ϕ∩H

pigjδij (4)
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Maximize Trajectory Lifetime

min{pi}, vi ∈ ϕ ∩ S (5)

The trajectory robustness is representative of how likely a sensor hole would
be to cause a disconnect in the WSN. It is expressed as a value based on the
battery power of a given sensor and its score, gj . This score is determined using
the concept of vertex separation and the following equation:

gj = 1 +
∑

a∈A

∑

vj 6=a,vj 6=vi,vj∈Cabi

1/|Cabi|, vj ∈ A (6)

where Cabi is the ith ab-separator [29], a ∈ A, and b = v0 the depot.
The function δij is evaluated as follows:

δij =

{

1 if vi ∈ ϕ ∩ S will be dropped off at the location of vj ∈ ϕ ∩H
0 otherwise

(7)

The trajectory lifetime shows the worst passive sensor power level in a sen-
sor relocation trajectory. We want the selected passive sensors to have enough
battery power so they can sustain operational demands without being depleted
in a short period of time, hence becoming damaged nodes themselves.

5 EMOO Algorithms for RRASR

This section is devoted to outlining the different components of the multiobjec-
tive optimizers under consideration to tackle the RRASR problem.

5.1 Solution Encoding

We use a modified version of a permutation-based solution representation seen
in [15]. For a problem instance with a set of n nodes we will create a permutation
of size n − 1; we do not include the base station, v0, in our permutation as it
is assumed to be the beginning and end of every tour. Each solution will have
the form (v1, ..., vn) to represent the order in which the nodes are visited. As
not all nodes are required to be visited, we will represent the unvisited nodes by
marking them as negative integers. For example, the permutation (6, 2, -4, 1, 3,
-5) indicates that the robot will visit nodes 6, 2, 1, and 3, in order while ignoring
the others. Since RRASR must have solutions computed quickly in order to act
upon them in the WSN, we adopted this representation as it ensures higher
computational efficiency at the expense of requiring greater memory capacity.

5.2 Objective Functions

As we are using an MOO approach to the problem, we use (3), (4), and (5) as
the fitness functions. As a result each solution is evaluated in terms of three
different (and conflicting) objectives.
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5.3 Population Initialization

The population is initialized by creating three heuristically determined individu-
als and randomly initializing the remainder of the population. The heuristically
determined individuals are based on the three objective functions. For trajectory
length (3) we use a nearest neighbour heuristic in which the shortest feasible edge
is always taken. For trajectory robustness (4) we select the pickups and deliver-
ies such that the best sensors are always delivered to the sensing hole with the
highest score. For trajectory lifetime (5) we pickup the sensors with the highest
battery levels, regardless of location. The random initialization of the remainder
of the population is done by creating a permutation with no duplicate elements,
with the sign (positive or negative) of each element being decided with equal
probability.

5.4 Evolutionary Operators

Selection Operator We use a binary tournament as our selection operator.
This works by randomly selecting two individuals from the population and then
selecting the best of the two. As this is an MOO problem, we use the non-
domination rank [30] of a given solution rather than its fitness function values.
In the case that the selected solutions share the same rank either solution is
chosen with equal probability.

Crossover Operator Partially-mapped crossover (PMX) [31] is used as the
crossover operator. This type of crossover builds offspring solutions by selecting
a subsequence from one of the parents and inserting it into the other parent,
preserving the original order of as many points as possible, as demonstrated in
Fig. 2.

Mutation Operator We include two mutation operators in our implementa-
tion: insert and swap. Each offspring has a chance to undergo a mutation. The
insert operator works by selecting an element of the permutation and inserting
it at another random location in the permutation and is illustrated in Figure 3.
The swap operator works by randomly selecting two elements of the permutation
and switching their values and is illustrated in Figure 4.

These mutations would have no or little effect if they were to only affect
the negative elements of the permutation. As such, any element that is affected
by a mutation also has its sign flipped. This causes the mutations to have a
guaranteed effect on both the genotype and phenotype of the solution.

5.5 Infeasibility Handling

Solutions will be repaired if, upon evaluation, they violate any constraints. This
is done so that the solution satisfies all of the problem constraints. Our proposed
repair methodology can be broken down into two parts: content repair and order

repair, which are completed in that order.
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Fig. 2: Example of partially-mapped crossover

Fig. 3: Example of the insert muta-
tion operator

Fig. 4: Example of the swap mutation
operator

Content Repair In the case that the solution does not contain the appropriate
number of passive sensors or does not contain all of the damaged sensors we use
the following procedure:

– In the case H ⊆ ϕ is not true, we add the remaining elements of H to ϕ.
We do this by making all elements belonging to H in the encoded solution
positive if they are not already.

– If |ϕ| > 2|H|−Q0, remove vi ∈ S∩ϕ from right to left until |ϕ| = 2|H|−Q0.
Going from right to left prevents us from collecting passive sensors after the
last sensing hole is visited. We iterate through the permutation from n to 1
and flip the sign of those vi from positive to negative until the condition is
satisfied.

– If |ϕ| < 2|H|−Q0, add vi ∈ S, vi /∈ ϕ from left to right until |ϕ| = 2|H|−Q0.
Going from left to right prevents us from removing passive sensor collections
that are being used as part of the solution. We iterate through the permuta-
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tion from 1 to n and flip the sign of those vi from negative to positive until
the condition is satisfied.

This portion of the repair function can be seen in Figure 6.

Order Repair The ordering constraint dictates that: at all points in ϕ, 0 ≤
Q ≤ Qmax must hold. We must consider the two infeasible cases for repair:

– If Q > Qmax at some point in ϕ, the offending vi ∈ ϕ ∩ S is moved after
the nearest right vi ∈ ϕ ∩ H in ϕ . To do this we insert the element in
which the issue appears after the rightmost element of H that appears in
the permutation.

– If Q < 0 at some point in ϕ, the offending vi ∈ ϕ ∩ H is moved after
the nearest right vi ∈ ϕ ∩ S in ϕ . To do this we insert the element in
which the issue appears after the rightmost element of S that appears in the
permutation.

Fig. 5: Examples of sensor relocation trajectory ordering repair for Qmax = 2.
In the first example the robot attempts to place a sensor when it is not carrying
one. We swap the offending sensing hole with the next passive sensor. In the
second example the robot attempts to collect a passive sensor when it is already
carrying a full load. We swap the offending passive sensor with the next sensing
hole.

This portion of the repair function is illustrated in Figure 7.

5.6 Stop Criteria

The algorithms will be terminated after they have undergone a maximum num-
ber of objective function evaluations. In a real-world deployment, it would be
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Fig. 6: In the first example there are
not enough passive sensors in the relo-
cation trajectory. We add passive sen-
sors from right to left until we have
enough. In the second example there
are too many passive sensors in the
relocation trajectory. We remove pas-
sive sensors from left to right.

Fig. 7: Examples of sensor relocation
trajectory ordering repair for Qmax =
2. In the first example the robot at-
tempts to place a sensor when it is
not carrying one. We swap the offend-
ing sensing hole with the next pas-
sive sensor. In the second example the
robot attemps to collect a passive sen-
sor when it is already carrying a full
load. We swap the offending passive
sensor with the next sensing hole.

more appropriate to use a time-based stop criteria as RRASR applications will
generally be time-constrained. We use objective function evaluations as our stop
criteria as it gives us a larger view of algorithm performance independent of
time, which is used as an evaluation metric.
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6 Experimental Results

This section elaborates on the empirical methodology and evaluation for our
proposed MOO solution for the RRASR problem.

6.1 Experimental Setup

Synthetic Scenario Generation The scenarios used for experimentation have
been generated under the control of various problem parameters such as: the to-
tal number of sensors N , ratio of sensing holes to passive sensors RHS , and the
distribution density of the passive sensors. In order to simulate an appropriate
RRASR scenario, we generate a WSN by first mapping a grid of active sensors to
a ROI. We then randomly select a subset of the active sensors to act as sensing
holes. Finally, we randomly distribute the passive sensors using the MAX DPA

algorithm adapted from [32] with the distribution density parameter. The re-
sulting collection of passive sensors, active sensors, and sensing holes provides
the scenario used for experimentation.

We generated 110 scenarios in total: 50 scenarios for varying N from 10
to 1000 in increasing steps, 10 using varying distribution density values in
MAX DPA and 50 for differing RHS values from 1% to 50%.

Benchmark EMOO Algorithms We examine the performance of six differ-
ent EMOO algorithms on our problem. We include NSGA-II [30], which is based
upon Pareto dominance and a crowding distance operator, and its successor
NSGA-III [33] which follows the same framework as NSGA-II, but also uses refer-
ence planes to drive towards good solutions. SPEA2 [34] uses a strength function
that is based on the number of dominated solutions of the non-dominated set.
PESA-II [35] uses a region-based approach whereby the solution space is broken
up into regions and solutions are chosen in order to keep the best and maintain
a healthy spread across regions. The newer AGE-I [6] and AGE-II [7] algorithms
are included in our benchmark group and use a method that aims to have the
population model approximate the solution space called approximation-guided

evolution. AGE-II sets itself apart from AGE-I by incorporating ε-dominance
[36] and is stated to increase performance in regards to both solution quality
and runtime.

Performance Metrics The performance metrics used in this study are outlined
in Table 4. These are well-known MOO indicators that judge the goodness of an
obtained Pareto approximation set from different angles. The reported metric
values are the averages, over each synthetic RRASR scenario, of the means of
30 independent runs of an algorithm upon a scenario.

Algorithm and Parameter Configurations In order to provide a fair com-
parison of the algorithms we are testing, we must use the most appropriate pa-
rameters for each algorithm. To do this we conduct parametric tuning on each
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Table 4: Algorithm Performance Metrics
Name Ref. Goal Description

Hypervolume [37] Max Represents the volume of the objective space dominated by
solutions in the approximation set.

Max Pareto
Front Error

[37] Min Represents the maximum distance from solutions in an ap-
proximation set to the nearest solution in the reference set.

Spacing [37] Max Represents the spread of the Pareto approximation set.

Generational
Distance

[37] Min Represents average distance from solutions in the approxi-
mation set to the nearest solution in the reference set.

Inverted
Generational
Distance

[38] Min Represents the average distance from solutions in the refer-
ence set to the nearest solution in the approximation set.

Elapsed
Time

N/A Min The runtime (in seconds) of the algorithm.

algorithm to determine the best parameter values, within a set range, for each
algorithm. The parameters and their ranges are listed in Table 5. We generated
240 parameters vectors using the Saltelli method [39] and each algorithm was run
15 times for each vector, with the results being averaged across all executions.
We conducted this test over 14 of our synthetic data files that are representative
of the set of problem instances under study.

Table 5: Algorithm Parameter Ranges
Parameter Min. Value Max. Value

Number of Function Evaluations 50000 200000

Population Size 50 500

Swap Mutation Rate 0.0 0.5

Insertion Mutation Rate 0.0 0.5

Crossover Rate 0.5 1.0

To determine the best vector for each algorithm we collected the metrics
listed in Table 4 and gave each vector a ranking from one (best) to 240 (worst)
for each metric, then took the average of those ranks. The vector with the highest
average rank across all metrics was deemed the best set of parameters for a given
instance file. We then took the best average vector from across all of the instance
files. We did this by taking the average rank of each vector across all 14 data
files. These parameter sets are used for the experiments detailed in Sections 6.2,
6.3, and 6.4 and are reported in Table 6.

Statistical Validation To confirm whether or not the differences in observed
performance are statistically significant, we rely on nonparameteric tests as sug-
gested by [40]. We use 5% significance for all tests.
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Table 6: Tuned Algorithm Parameter Values
Algorithm NFE Pop. Size Swap Rate Insert Rate Crossover Rate

AGE-I 143880 55 0.3716 0.2349 0.8628

AGE-II 172040 110 0.4966 0.1099 0.9878

NSGA-II 195545 185 0.0747 0.1255 0.9097

NSGA-III 181390 110 0.3687 0.1353 0.9878

PESA-II 195365 205 0.3843 0.4634 0.9097

SPEA2 195545 185 0.3843 0.4634 0.7651

Due to the novelty of our problem, we do not have a control algorithm.
Therefore, we must first establish or reject statistically significant differences
within the whole group of algorithms using the Friedman N ×N procedure. In
the case that a comparison yields a rejection of the null hypothesis (i.e. there
exists a statistically significant difference), then a set of comparisons is done using
the following post-hoc procedures: Bergmann, Nemenyi, Holm, and Schaffer [40].
We employ the Bergmann procedure given its robustness and reliable adjustment
of p-value. If the Bergmann procedure does not reject a hypothesis we will defer
to the other post-hoc methods.

The algorithm performance data used for the statistical validation procedure
was collected at 25, 50, 75, and 100 percent of the number function evaluations
across each of the scenarios.

6.2 Experiment 1: Scalability Analysis

This experiment examines the effect the size of the WSN has on the performance
of the algorithms with regards to RRASR solutions. For this experiment we set
the number of sensing holes to be 15 percent of the total nodes.

Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the runtime (in seconds), hypervolume, and spac-
ing metrics respectively against the size of the sensor network. Looking at the
runtime we can see that as the size of the WSN and the solution space gets
bigger the runtime increases as expected. It is important to note the difference
in runtime for SPEA2, and to a lesser extent AGE-II. Unlike the other algo-
rithms, SPEA2 and AGE-II have an uncharacteristically large runtime when the
solution space is small. Looking at Figure 9, we can see that this increase in
runtime does not have a negative impact on solution quality. For SPEA2 this is
likely the result of many duplicate solutions appearing in the archive it uses for
the selection of parents, causing many unnecessary comparisons. AGE-II uses an
approximative archive that contains only non-dominated solutions. As there are
a finite number of non-dominated solutions, it is likely that they will quickly find
their way into the archive causing many domination comparisons to be made to
ensure that the archive only contains appropriate solutions.

In regards to overall algorithm performance we can see in Figure 9 that
PESA-II and NSGA-III consistently give the best solutions, in terms of hyper-
volume. The only downside to these solutions is that they may not have much
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variety, as we can see in Figure 10 that these algorithms underperform the others
in terms of spacing. While AGE-II has the most diverse set of solutions, they are
also markedly the worst. This may be due to an increased focus on exploration of
the solution space preventing the solutions from converging to something good.
Worth noting is that there is no apparent correlation between the size of the
network and the hypervolume. This indicates that the network size alone is not
a factor that allows us to predict the quality of the approximation sets.

Figure 11 shows the mean inverted generational distance achieved by each
algorithm throughout its execution across all generated scenarios. It is interesting
to note that while all of the algorithms are initialized with specifically tuned
parameters they start and end at very similar values. Between 0 and 30 percent
of function evaluations there is the largest disparity between algorithms, but
after that they seem to converge towards a small set of desirable distance values.

Table 7: Experiment 1 - Friedman N ×N Test Results
Algorithm Rank

Metric NSGA-

II

NSGA-

III

SPEA2 PESA-

II

AGE-I AGE-II p-value

Hypervolume 3.3175 2.0125 4.615 2.015 4.19 4.85 2.0159E-10

Spacing 4.7575 4.04 2.005 5.14 3.5225 1.535 1.9077E-10

Max Pareto
Front Error

4.3375 3.1025 3.56 2.215 3.91 3.875 1.0060E-10

Generational
Distance

3.2475 1.955 5.06 1.89 3.6175 5.23 1.9471E-10

Inverted Gen-
erational Dis-
tance

3.0375 1.86 4.975 1.97 4.0725 5.085 2.2732E-10

Runtime 2.81 3.335 4.27 1.19 4.005 5.39 2.2589E-10

Table 7 gives an overview of the statistical analysis carried out for each of
the recorded metrics. The small p-values indicate that the results of the analysis
are statistically significant for the group of algorithms under each metric. For
each metric the following null hypothesis are not rejected:

Hypervolume: SPEA2 vs. AGE-II, NSGA-III vs. PESA-II
Max Pareto Front Error: AGE-I vs. AGE-II, SPEA2 vs. AGE-II, SPEA2 vs.

AGE-I, NSGA-II vs. AGE-I, NSGA-III vs. SPEA2, NSGA-II vs. AGE-II
Generational Distance: NSGA-III vs. PESA-II, SPEA2 vs. AGE-II, NSGA-

II vs. AGE-I
Inverted Generational Distance: NSGA-III vs. PESA-II, SPEA2 vs. AGE-

II
Runtime: SPEA2 vs. AGE-I

It is important to note that while the metrics show that either NSGA-III
or PESA-II is the best, except for max Pareto front error and runtime, none
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produced by other algorithms; this is especially true of AGE-II when comparing
its results in Figures 13 and 14. All of the other algorithms seem to have a
similar amount of diversity among their resulting solutions which is interesting
given their various selection methods.

Figure 15 shows a snapshot of algorithm performance at various percentages
of the execution budget, expressed as an average of the number of objective func-
tion evaluations across all scenarios. We can see that the majority of difference
in performance comes before 30 percent of function evaluations. It is interesting
that each of the algorithms converge at close to the same narrow interval of
inverted generational distance values. These results are near identical to those
observed in Experiment 1.

Table 8: Experiment 2 - Friedman N ×N Test Results
Algorithm Rank

Metric NSGA-

II

NSGA-

III

SPEA2 PESA-

II

AGE-I AGE-II p-value

Hypervolume 3.8375 2.0425 4.55 1.8825 4.035 4.6525 1.6168E-10

Spacing 4.485 4.465 1.99 5.285 3.595 1.18 2.8214E-10

Max Pareto
Front Error

4.1575 2.905 3.4775 2.44 3.16 4.86 9.6999E-11

Generational
Distance

3.075 1.9125 4.9 2.0475 3.24 5.825 2.6979E-10

Inverted Gen-
erational Dis-
tance

3.65 1.905 4.82 1.885 3.845 4.895 1.9804E-10

Runtime 3.075 3.875 5.825 1.03 3.315 3.88 2.0301E-10

Table 8 gives an overview of the statistical analysis found for each of the
recorded metrics. The small p-values indicate that the results of the analysis are
statistically significant for the group of algorithms under each metric. For each
metric the following null hypothesis are not rejected by any post-hoc procedure:

Hypervolume: SPEA2 vs. AGE-II, NSGA-III vs. PESA-II, NSGA-II vs. AGE-
I

Spacing: NSGA-II vs. NSGA-III
Max Pareto Front Error: NSGA-III vs. AGE-I, SPEA2 vs. AGE-I
Generational Distance: NSGA-III vs. PESA-II, NSGA-II vs. AGE-I
Inverted Generational Distance: NSGA-III vs. PESA-II, SPEA2 vs. AGE-

II, NSGA-II vs. AGE-I
Runtime: NSGA-III vs. AGE-II, NSGA-II vs. AGE-I

The important hypotheses that are not rejected are NSGA-III vs. PESA-II for
any metric. As these two algorithms are the best performing overall, it is difficult
to identify a single algorithm that is superior. Additional experimentation and
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Max Pareto Front Error: NSGA-III vs. AGE-II, NSGA-II vs. AGE-I, SPEA2
vs. PESA-II, NSGA-III vs. SPEA2, AGE-I vs. AGE-II, SPEA2 vs. AGE-II,
NSGA-III vs. AGE-I, NSGA-II vs. AGE-II

Generational Distance: NSGA-III vs. PESA-II
Inverted Generational Distance: AGE-I vs. AGE-II, NSGA-III vs. PESA-

II, SPEA2 vs. AGE-I, SPEA2 vs. AGE-II
Runtime: NSGA-III vs. AGE-I

We can notice some cases a null hypothesis with regards to the best per-
forming algorithm is not rejected. This is the case for NSGA-II vs. PESA-II
for hypervolume, generational distance, and inverted generational distance, for
SPEA2 vs. AGE-II for spacing, and SPEA2 vs. PESA-II for max Pareto front er-
ror. In these cases we cannot definitively say that one algorithm has performed
the best, only that some have performed better than others. We can also see
that PESA-II always performed the best in terms of runtime, and that SPEA2
always performed the worst. AGE-II also always performed the worst in terms
of generational distance.

7 Conclusions

In this chapter we have further defined the RRASR problem as a more robust
version of the RASR problem, so that we can generate more reliable trajectories
for a mobile robot. We also proposed a risk-centric modeling of the sensor units
in order to identify problematic sensors so that they can be pro-actively replaced
in order to maximize network coverage. RRASR was updated from its original
version so that its trajectory robustness function was more accurate in iden-
tifying nodes that were important to network connectivity. Six state-of-the-art
EMOO algorithms were evaluated with respect to RRASR. The three experi-
ments examined algorithm performance over networks of various sizes, inflicted
damage, and sensor densities. Our results show that PESA-II and NSGA-III
performed better than the other algorithms for all experiments. It is interesting
to note the difference in results from the original work [4] which is likely due to
the inclusion of parametric tuning. AGE-I and AGE-II were surprising in their
poor performance given their success against the other algorithms using refer-
ence problems. As future work we would like to expand the problem to include
multiple robot solutions.
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Reliable Multiple Robot-Assisted

Sensor Relocation using

Multi-Objective Optimization

5.1 Preamble

This chapter contains the conference proceeding �Reliable Multiple Robot-Assisted Sensor

Relocation using Multi-Objective Optimization" [3]. This work expands on the previous

two by modifying the RRASR problem to account for the multiple-robot case. In doing

so, a fourth objective function is added to account for the load balancing among the

participating robots. The other problem objectives are also modi�ed to account for this.

Additionally, the formulation of the genetic algorithm building blocks is also revisited

for the multi-robot case. The algorithms used in [2] are evaluated against this new

problem using the set of metrics used in [1]. We also test a composite algorithm, called

77



LifeCycle [79], which combines various algorithms to perform a composite search in an

attempt to avoid stagnation in the search undertaken by any algorithm. There are three

experiments conducted: the e�ect of network size on the problem, and the performance of

the algorithms on the problem with varying degrees of in�icted damage on the network,

and the e�ect of the number of robots on the solutions. We �nd that SPEA2 outperforms

all of the other examined algorithms and that PESA-II has a drastically increased runtime

with the addition of the fourth objective. We also �nd that LifeCycle performs worse

than our best performing algorithm even though SPEA2 is a component of the LifeCycle

that is examined.
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Reliable Multiple Robot-Assisted Sensor Relocation

using Multi-Objective Optimization
Benjamin Desjardins, Rafael Falcon, Rami Abielmona and Emil Petriu

Abstract

Wireless sensor networks provide a way to monitor a region of interest. Incorporating a robot into the sensor network provides
a basis for other types of functionality to be added. One possibility is the replacement of damaged sensors with excess sensors
within the wireless sensor network. This scenario has been defined as the “Robot-Assisted Sensor Relocation” (RASR) problem
and focused only on minimizing the length of the trajectory taken by the robot. RASR has been recently expanded on as a multi-
objective optimization (MOO) problem to examine a more realistic scenario by considering the reliability and placement location
of the passive sensors used for replacement; this new problem is termed “Reliable Robot-Assisted Sensor Relocation (RRASR).
In this paper, the possibility of multiple robots servicing the sensor network is considered and the RRASR problem formulation is
modified accordingly. In addition, load balancing of robots by adding an objective function to the MOO representation is included.
We refer to this multi-robot version as Reliable Multiple Robot-Assisted Sensor Relocation. The performance of six state-of-the-art
evolutionary MOO algorithms using sensor networks of varying sizes and inflicted damage levels is examined.

Index Terms

evolutionary multi-objective optimization; genetic algorithms; wireless sensor and robot networks; robotics; wireless sensor
networks; sensor relocation

I. INTRODUCTION

A wireless sensor network (WSN) can be described as a collection of wireless sensors deployed in a region of interest (ROI)

[1]. A wireless sensor is a piece of hardware equipped with some form of wireless communication, one or more monitoring

devices, and an energy source (e.g. battery) [1]. These sensors are deployed in ROIs in order to gather low-level information

used in high-level domains. These sensors must be deployed so that there are no sensing holes in order to provide complete

and uninterrupted coverage of a ROI.

When a robot or group of robots is added to a WSN in order to perform some sensing and/or actuation task related to the

WSN it is termed a Wireless Sensor and Robot Network (WSRN) [2]. Whereas sensors may be limited in their capabilities,

robots are flexible, generally mobile, and have fewer or no resource limitations allowing them to optimize, assist, and/or

maintain the sensor network. WSRNs fall into two categories: robot-assisted WSNs and robot-dependent WSNs [3]. In the first

case, the robot(s) are not required by the system, but enhance its functionality and/or performance. In the second case, the

robot(s) are required for the system to function.

A specific WSRN application, called Robot-Assisted Sensor Relocation (RASR), also referred to as “carrier-based coverage

repair” [4] in the literature, involves one or more robots that are responsible for the maintenance of the WSN. In RASR,

the robot(s) remain on standby at a common base station and are launched into the field to relocate sensors in the network

in order to maximize performance. RASR assumes that there are excess sensors in the ROI. These excess sensors need not

collect information for maximum coverage and will henceforth be referred to as passive sensors. Passive sensors are used by

the robot(s) to replace damaged sensors. The robot(s) will leave the base station to reconfigure sensors when enough damage

has been caused to the network.

We consider an RASR problem with full ROI coverage, as well as extra, unused, sensors that remain in a passive state.

Desjardins et al. proposed a solution to this problem in [5] called Reliable Robot-Assisted Sensor Relocation (RRASR). RRASR

differs from RASR in that a multi-objective optimization (MOO) approach is taken where, in addition to the trajectory length,

the battery level of replacement sensors is considered as well as sensor placement with regards to network connectivity. We

extend on RRASR by proposing a multi-robot variant of the problem called Reliable Multiple Robot-Assisted Sensor Reloation

(RMRASR).

We make the following contributions in this paper: (1) we review relevant works in the literature from both sensor relocation

and optimization perspectives; (2) we extend the RRASR formulation [5] to account for multiple robots; (3) we introduce a

load balancing objective function to try and equally divide the work done by each robot; (4) we provide empirical results

and analysis with regards to the performance of six current evolutionary multi-objective optimization (EMOO) algorithms in
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experiments dealing with WSNs of various sizes and inflicted damage levels; (5) we include and test an implementation of the

LifeCycle [6] method based on three of our algorithms under consideration.

TABLE I
RELATED OPTIMIZATION LITERATURE

Ref. Optimization Problem Optimization Algorithm Load Balancing Notes

[7] VRP GA with local search as
mutation

Max load per trip Single vehicle with many trips

[8] VRP with simultaneous delivery
and pickup points

TSP solution algorithm Geographic grouping Solves each geographic group using a TSP
algorithm

[9] MVRPDSP Hybrid Metaheuristic us-
ing clustering and subtour
elimination

Geographic grouping Allows pickup and delivery from same lo-
cation.

[10] Capacitated VRP Hybrid GA using local
search

Centroids Dual population used for GA

[11] Capacitated VRP Particle Swarm Optimiza-
tion

Evolved Centroid Uses weighting in permutation to determine
ordering

[12] VRP GA None Groups nodes by vehicle then uses a nearest
neighbour algorithm to determine the best
route.

[13] MVRP GA k-means clustering Problem is broken up into sub-problems by
clustering and each is solved individually.

[14] Multi-vehicle SPDP GA with Path Relinking Solution encoding All vehicles are used in each instance.

[15] VRP with time windows Basic Pareto-based multi-
objective GA

None Vehicles have a capacity constraint
Vehicles added to solution as constraints are
violated

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II briefly reviews relevant works. Section III formalizes the RMRASR

problem and Section IV details the algorithmic building blocks for the EMOO schemes under consideration. Section V is

concerned with the empirical evaluation of our proposed methodology. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Robot-Assisted Sensor Relocation

RASR has been studied using various methods, including single and multi-robot variants. Some works employ a localized

approach in which all decisions are made by the robots using information from the sensors in their vicinity. This can been seen

in the work by Li et al. [16]. The centralized approach has a central server that determines the appropriate sensor relocation

trajectory for the robot to take, as reported in [17].

Our approach extends the MOO-based approach to [17] that was presented in [5] to the multi-robot scenario. We add a

fourth objective function that tries to balance the sensor relocation workload among the participating robots.

B. Related Optimization Problems

The generalized version of RASR, in which pickup and delivery locations can store more than a single item, has been studied

as the selective pickup and delivery problem (SPDP) [18] and the Single Vehicle Routing Problem with Deliveries and Selective

pickups (SVRPDSP) [9]. We examine the multi-vehicle versions of this problem: Multiple Vehicle Routing Problem with

Delivery and Selective Pickups (MVRPDSP) and its associated generalizations termed the Multiple Vehicle Routing Problem

(MVRP). A summary of related problems can be seen in Table I. Since the vehicle routing problem (VRP) and travelling

salesman problem (TSP) are known to be NP-hard, we can also state that RASR and MVRP are as well.

There are many slight variations on the VRP and many proposed solution methods. Prins [7] proposes a VRP solution that

uses GA with a local search as mutation. This solution aims to minimize the total distance travelled, but may require many

trips. Any solution that incorporates many trips can be abstracted to be one vehicle per trip, making it an MVRP problem. The

MVRP with simultaneous delivery and pick-up points is first mathematically modelled by Min [8], and uses a TSP algorithm

to solve sub-problems created by grouping the nodes geographically. This geographic grouping is also used by Bruck and

dos Santos [9] to solve MVRP with delivery and selective pick-ups, which is similar to our proposed problem. The works in

[10] and [11] both use centroid methods for grouping points geographically. [10] uses a hybrid GA to solve the problem and

[11] uses particle swarm optimization. Baker [12] examines the standard VRP using a genetic algorithm (GA) which groups

nodes by vehicle and then applies a nearest neighbour algorithm to create routes for each vehicle. The MVRP is solved using

a GA by Nallusamy [13]. This solution uses k-means clustering to group nodes and then solves each sub-problem separately.

Huang and Ting [14] examine the MVRPDSP and use a GA with path relinking in order to improve their solution quality. They

distribute the work among vehicles by including the number of locations serviced by each vehicle in their solution permutation.

A multi-objective approach to the VRP with time windows, a specific VRP scenario, is proposed in [15]. They minimize both
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route length and total number of vehicles. Our work differs from the previously mentioned by approaching the problem from

a multi-objective perspective.

III. RMRASR:A FORMULATION OF MULTI-ROBOT RRASR

RMRASR is expressed as a combinatorial optimization problem by representing our WSN as a complete undirected graph

G = (V,E) with vertex set V = {v0, ..., vn} and edge set E = {eij = (vi, vj)|vi, vj ∈ V, vi 6= vj} in which each edge eij
has a cost dij > 0 representing the Euclidean distance between vi and vj .

Each vertex represents either a passive sensor or a sensing hole caused by a damaged sensor and has an associated unitary

demand qi(−1 for passive sensors and 1 for sensing holes). The base station is denoted as v0 with q0 = 0; in order to represent

the multi-robot nature of our problem we include b− 1, where b is the number of robots, additional vertices to G to represent

duplicate base stations. These duplicate base stations are used to partition the solution vector into a distinct trajectory for each

of the b robots. The set of depot vertices is represented by B = {vi|qi = 0, vi ∈ V }. Therefore, we can say that any other vertex

either belongs to the set of passive sensors S = {vi|vi ∈ V, qi = −1} or the set of sensing holes H = {vi|vi ∈ V, qi = 1}.

This implies that V = {S ∪H ∪B}.

Each sensor has an associated battery level denoted by:

pi =







0 if vi ∈ H
−1 if vi ∈ B
∼ U(0, 100) if vi ∈ S

There is a unique commodity (sensors) to be relocated by a robot. Each robot can carry at most Qmax sensors and leaves

the base station with an initial cargo Q0, 0 ≤ Q0 ≤ Qmax. A robot always drops the most recently collected sensor when it

reaches a sensing hole due to simulated design constraints on the robotic arm and mobile platform.

We also consider the set of all active sensors A = {a0, ..., am, v0} that form the WSN deployed in the ROI. This allows us

to determine the importance of a sensor in the WSN with regards to maintaining network connectivity. v0 is specially included

in A to account for sensing holes only known to the base station.

All passive and damaged sensors vi ∈ V, 1 < i < n have a communication radius of R. We use the edge set E′ = {e′ij =
(ai ∈ A, vj ∈ H)} to find the active node degree gj of each sensing hole vj ∈ H such that gj = |{ai ∈ A : d′ij ≤ R}| and

d′ij stands for the Euclidean distance between ai and vj where ai ∈ A, vj ∈ H .

We want to find a set of b sensor relocation trajectories Φ = {ϕk}, one for each robot, where ϕk =
(

vγ1
, vγ2

, . . . , vγ|ϕ|

)

where γ : [1; |V | − 1] → {γi}, v /∈ V ] is an injective function, that starts and ends at the base station. Falcon et al. [4]

state that a sensor relocation trajectory is feasible if it has no duplicate nodes (other than the base station being its origin

and termination), repairs all sensing holes, and never violates the capacity constraint, Qmax. As we are creating trajectories

for multiple robots we instead state that Φ must repair all sensing holes, rather than an individual ϕk. We use the following

objective functions to evaluate the quality of Φ:

Minimize Trajectory Length
b

∑

k=1

∑

eij∈ϕk

dij (1)

Maximize Trajectory Robustness
∑

vi∈Φ∩S,vj∈Φ∩H

pigjδij (2)

Maximize Trajectory Lifetime

min{pi}, vi ∈ Φ ∩ S (3)

Minimize Load Balancing

max[(
∑

eij∈ϕk

dij/(

b
∑

l=1

∑

eij∈ϕl

dij)], ϕk ∈ Φ (4)

The trajectory robustness is representative of how likely a sensor hole would be to cause a disconnect in the WSN. It is

expressed as a value based on the battery power of a given sensor and its score, gj . This score is determined using the concept

of ab vertex separation and the following equation:

gj = 1 +
∑

a∈A

∑

vj 6=a,vj 6=vi,vj∈Cabi

1/|Cabi|, vj ∈ A (5)

where Cabi is the ith ab-separator [19], a ∈ A, and b = v0 the depot.

The function δij is evaluated as follows:
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δij =







1 if vi ∈ ϕ ∩ S will be dropped off at

the location of vj ∈ ϕ ∩H
0 otherwise

(6)

The trajectory lifetime shows the worst passive sensor power level in a sensor relocation trajectory. We want the selected

passive sensors to have enough battery power so they can sustain operational demands without being depleted in a short period

of time, hence becoming damaged nodes themselves. The load balancing objective exists to try and evenly distribute the total

distance travelled between all robots.

IV. EMOO ALGORITHMS FOR RMRASR

This section details the various components of the evolutionary multi-objective optimizers that aim at solving the RMRASR

problem.

A. Solution Encoding

We model our solutions as a modified version of the permutation-based representation used in [5] and [18]. For a problem

instance that contains n nodes we create a permutation of size (n− 1) + (r − 1) where r is the number of robots. The extra

r− 1 nodes are copies of the depot node, v0, used to divide the solution into r distinct sections, one for each of the robots. It

is assumed that the beginning and ending of the permutation are v0, the base station node. Thus, each solution will have the

form (v1, ..., vn+r−2) to represent the order which the nodes are visited. We indicate the unvisited nodes in the permutation

with negative numbers. For example, the permutation (2,-3,1,0,6,5,-4) would indicate that robot 1 would visit the nodes 2 and

1 and robot 2 would visit 6 and 5.

B. Objective Functions

We use (1), (2), (3), and (4) as the objective functions for our problem. As a result, each solution is evaluated in terms of

these four unique (and conflicting) objectives.

C. Population Initialization

The population is randomly initialized by creating a random permutation, with no duplicate elements, and assigning the sign

of each element (positive or negative) with equal probability.

D. Evolutionary Operators

1) Selection Operator: Binary tournament [20] is used as the selection operator for our experiments. It works by randomly

selecting two individuals from the population (or archive, depending on the algorithm) and selecting the best. The non-

domination rank [21] is used as the comparison criterion, rather than any of the fitness values. If selected solutions share the

same non-domination rank, either solution is chosen with equal probability.

2) Crossover Operator: We use Partially-Mapped Crossover (PMX) [22] as our crossover operator. PMX builds offspring

solutions by selecting a subsequence from one of the parents and inserting it into the other, preserving as many points as

possible. PMX is designed such that duplicate entries do not form in the permutation.

3) Mutation Operator: Our implementation uses two mutation operators in tandem: swap and insert. Each offspring has a

chance to undergo mutation. The swap operator works by randomly selecting two elements of the permutation and switching

their values. The insert operator works by selecting an element of the permutation and inserting it at another random location

in the permutation.

Due to the nature of our encoding scheme, these mutations would have little or no effect if there were only to affect the

negative elements of a permutation. Therefore, any element that is affected by a mutation will have its sign flipped.

E. Infeasibility Handling

We use a modified version of the repair sequence used in [5] to account for the addition of multiple robots. This repair

function is made up of two components: content repair and order repair.
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Fig. 1. In the first example there are not enough passive sensors in the relocation trajectory. We add passive sensors from right to left until we have enough.
In the second example there are too many passive sensors in the relocation trajectory. We remove passive sensors from left to right.

1) Content Repair: If the permutation does not contain all of the damaged sensors, an appropriate number of passive sensors,

or all of the duplicate depots then the following procedure is enacted:

• In the case B ⊆ Φ is not true, we add the remaining elements of B to Φ. We do this by making all elements belonging

to B in the encoded solution positive if they are not already.

• In the case H ⊆ Φ is not true, we add the remaining elements of H to Φ. We do this by making all elements belonging

to H in the encoded solution positive if they are not already.

• If |Φ| > 2|H| − Q0, remove vi ∈ S ∩ Φ from right to left until |Φ| = 2|H| − Q0. Going from right to left prevents us

from collecting passive sensors after the last sensing hole is visited. We iterate through the permutation from n+ b to 1
and flip the sign of those vi from positive to negative until the condition is satisfied.

• If |Φ| < 2|H| − Q0, add vi ∈ S, vi /∈ Φ from left to right until |Φ| = 2|H| − Q0. Going from left to right prevents us

from removing passive sensor collections that are being used as part of the solution. We iterate through the permutation

from 1 to n+ b and flip the sign of those vi from negative to positive until the condition is satisfied.

The content repair function is illustrated in Figure 1.

2) Order Repair: The ordering constraint dictates that: at all points in Φ, 0 ≤ Q ≤ Qmax must hold. In addition, we must

also guarantee that each robot completes at least one pickup and delivery, i.e. Q = 0 for all vi ∈ Φ ∩ B . We must consider

the infeasible cases for repair:

Fig. 2. Examples of sensor relocation trajectory ordering repair for Qmax = 2. In the first example the robot arrives at a sensing hole without a replacement.
We swap the sensing hole with the next passive sensor. In the second example the robot attempts to collect a passive sensor when it already has a full load.
We swap the passive sensor with the next sensing hole.
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Fig. 3. Example of sub-trajectory validity repair. The robot arrives at the base station while carrying a sensor. We insert the offending base station node
before the offending pickup.

• If a trajectory, ϕk, contains no deliveries, then the next sensing hole, vi ∈ H in sequence is inserted before the offending

vj ∈ B. If there are no more sensing holes then vj ∈ B is inserted at the beginning of the permutation. This process is

repeated until all trajectories contain at least one sensing hole.

• If Q > Qmax at some point in Φ, the offending vi ∈ Φ ∩ S is moved after the nearest right vi ∈ Φ ∩H in Φ . To do

this we insert the element in which the issue appears after the rightmost element of H that appears in the permutation,

as illustrated in Figure 2.

• If Q > 0 at some point in vi ∈ Φ ∩ B, move the closest, leftmost vj ∈ Φ ∩ S after vk ∈ Φ ∩H . To do this we remove

the pickup that is closest on the left to the offending depot and place it before the next delivery in sequence as illustrated

in Figure 3.

• If Q < 0 at some point in Φ, move the next vj ∈ Φ∩ S before the offending vi ∈ Φ∩H in Φ . To do this we move the

next pickup in sequence before the offending delivery as illustrated in Figure 2.

F. Stop Criteria

Each algorithm is terminated when it reaches the 200,000 budget in the number of objective function evaluations.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section details the experimental methodology and evaluation of our proposed MOO solution for RMRASR.

A. Experimental Setup

1) Synthetic Scenario Generation: We first generate a WSN by mapping a grid of active sensors to a ROI, then flag a

random subset of these sensors as the sensing holes. We complete the scenario by using the MAX DPA algorithm adapted

from [23]. The parameters of the scenario, such as: the total number of sensors N , ratio of sensing holes to passive sensors

RHS , and distribution density of passive sensors, are determined prior to scenario generation. The resulting scenarios provide

the set of files used for experimentation.

In order to have a reference point for our selected performance metrics, we also generated reference sets for each of the

instance files. Each algorithm was run 30 times for each file and their final Pareto sets combined to form the reference set for

that file.

We generated a total of 99 scenarios1: 50 scenarios for varying N from 20 to 1000 in increasing steps, and 49 for differing

RHS values from 2% to 50%.

2) Benchmark EMOO Algorithms: We examine the performance of six state-of-the-art EMOO algorithms on the RMRASR

problem. We include SPEA2 [24] which uses a strength function based on the number of dominated solutions of the non-

dominated set. PESA-II [25] relies on a region-based approach that divides the solution space into hypercubes; solutions are

chosen to keep the best and maintain a healthy spread across hypercubes. NSGA-II [21] and its successor, NSGA-III [26],

use the Pareto dominance of solutions as well as a crowding distance operator. NSGA-III follows the same idea as NSGA-II,

but also uses reference planes to navigate towards good solutions. AGE-I [27] and AGE-II [28] aim to have the population

model approximate the solutions space. AGE-II differs from its predecessor by incorporating ε-dominance [29] and is stated

to improve both solution quality and runtime.

In addition to the algorithms mentioned above, we include an application of the hybrid LifeCycle (LC) model [6]. Our

implementation of LC uses the three best algorithms, as determined by initial experimentation, as its basis: SPEA2, AGE-I,

and NSGA-III. When the performance of one of these algorithms falls below a certain threshold (lack of progress for five

consecutive generations) the solution population is passed to the next algorithm in sequence. Our threshold is as follows:

1http://www.site.uottawa.ca/∼rfalc032/files/rmrasr materials.zip
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P ′

P
< 0.90 (7)

where P is the number of solutions in the previous approximation set and P ′ is the number of solutions in both the current

and approximation sets. This cycle executes until, as normal, all function evaluations have been completed.

3) Algorithm Parameter Configurations: All algorithms were run using the following parameter values: population size =

200, number of function evaluations = 200,000, probability of crossover = 0.75, and probability of mutation = 0.25 in order

to provide a fair comparison baseline.

4) Performance Metrics: We use a set of well-known MOO indicators that judge how good an obtained Pareto approximation

set is from different angles, i.e., hypervolume (HV), maximum Pareto front error (MPE), spacing (SPC), generational distance

(GD), inverted generational distance (IGD), and runtime (RT). For a description of these metrics refer to [30] and Section

5.4.4 in [31]. The reported values for the metrics are averages, over each synthetic scenario, of the means of 30 independent

runs of an algorithm upon a scenario.

5) Statistical Validation: To confirm whether or not the differences in observed performance are statistically significant at

the 5% level, we rely on nonparametric tests as suggested by [32], where applicable.

In order to comment on algorithm performance we must establish or reject significant differences within the whole group

of algorithms using the Friedman N × N procedure. When a test rejects the null hypothesis then a set of comparisons is

done using the following post-hoc procedures: Bergmann, Nemenyi, Holm, and Schaffer [32]. We default to the Bergmann

procedure given its robustness and reliable adjustment of p-value. In the case that the Bergmann procedure does not reject the

null hypothesis of a comparison, we will look to the other post-hoc methods.

The algorithm performance data used for the statistical validation procedure was collected at 25, 50, 75, and 100 percent of

the execution budget across each of our scenarios.

B. Experiment 1: Number of Robots Analysis

We examine how the algorithms behave for a varying number of robots in the problems. We focus on a problem instance

with 200 nodes and 5% damaged nodes as it is representative of the experimentation testbed.

Fig. 4. Average time, over 30 executions, for the problem instance to complete with varying amounts of robots

The execution time of the algorithms remains relatively constant as seen in Figure 4. The repair function did not lead to an

increase in the overall runtime despite a higher number of infeasible subtours to repair. Notice that PESA-II takes 3-4 times

longer to finish, this is due to the size of the calculations that PESA-II does in order to use the hypercubes that help maintain a

healthy spread of solutions. The results found in [5] showed that PESA-II was the fastest performing algorithm, but PESA-II is

the only algorithm in which the dimensionality of the problem would drastically increase the amount of calculations required.

While the algorithms should not be affected by the number of robots, the repair function could possibly have caused an

increase in overall execution time for all algorithms, which we can see is not the case.
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Fig. 7. Final execution results for HV across all generated scenarios for the scalability analysis experiment

Figure 7 shows the performance of each of the algorithms based on the HV metric across all of the experiment instances.

We can see that SPEA2 and LC far outperform the other algorithms. The solution strength metric used by SPEA2 clearly

performs well given the number of objectives and the large solution space. LC performs similarly well as our implementation

is based on SPEA2. We can see that algorithms like NSGA-II and NSGA-III that rely largely on Pareto-dominance do not

fare well in this space as the crowding distance mechanism likely does not come into play enough to encourage exploration.

PESA-II performs reasonably well, perhaps due to the archive set as it uses hypercubes to ensure a good spread of solutions,

preventing it from getting caught in local maxima. AGE-I uses approximation to guide its solutions, but the approximation

is based on its non-dominated archive set. This causes the solutions to be driven towards the existing archive, which may or

may not be good. AGE-II takes the same approach, but uses ε-dominance to try and control the size of the archive in order

to reduce runtime. We can see that this causes a performance tradeoff as it behaves worse than AGE-I.

Fig. 8. Final execution results for time elapsed, in seconds, across all generated scenarios for the scalability analysis experiment

We can see in Figure 8 that as the solution space increases in size the amount of runtime has an increasing trend. PESA-II
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is not exception to this rule, but has a very poor runtime as compared to the other algorithms. The hypercubes that PESA-II

uses require a large amount of calculations to maintain; as these calculations must consider four dimensions, one for each

objective function, they do not seem to scale well. The other algorithms that are based more on Pareto dominance do not

seem to be affected by this. We can also see that AGE-II is slightly faster than AGE-I in most cases, lending credibility to

the statements that the ε-dominance archive positively affects the speed of the algorithm. SPEA2 and LC tend to perform the

best overall as the strength metric used by SPEA2 is fast to calculate and differentiate among solutions. The exception to this

is when the solution space is very small, where there is little to differentiate solutions and the strength calculation algorithm

is likely running at close to worst case.

Fig. 9. Final execution results for spacing across all generated scenarios for the scalability analysis experiment

The results of the spacing metric are shown in Figure 9. We can see that as the number of nodes increases, along with the

size of the solution space, this metric remains fairly constant, with the exception of SPEA2, LC, and AGE-II. As the size of

the solution space grows along with the number of solutions that dominate and can be dominated, it should be expected that

the spacing of each algorithm would increase. This is important to note as there is a very large number of possible solutions

at each domination rank due to the high dimensionality of the problem. NSGA-II and NSGA-III do not have any explicit

mechanism for encouraging the exploration of a large solution space. AGE-II is an improvement on AGE-I in this instance,

likely due to the selective nature of the ε-dominance archive. PESA-II uses hypercubes to try and guarantee diverse solutions,

but the number of hypercubes remained static across all problems and was therefore unable to adapt to the growing size of the

solution space. SPEA2, and by association LC, employ a strength function, which considers the solution proximity, to assign

weights to its solutions. The benefits of this approach can be seen in Figure 9.

Figure 10 shows algorithm improvement, in terms of the MPE, over the course of execution. NSGA-II is a standout in

terms of its poor performance potentially due to the crowding distance function not coming into effect as the large solution

space provides many ranks of solutions. The dimensionality of our problem is quite large, and as a result there are many local

optima. NSGA-II likely gets trapped in these as it uses only non-domination for selecting its solutions, causing the performance

reported in Figure 10.

TABLE II
EXPERIMENT 2 - FRIEDMAN N ×N TEST RESULTS

Algorithm Rank

Metric NSGA-II NSGA-III SPEA2 PESA-II AGE-I AGE-II LC p-value

HV 5.735 4.01 2.5725 2.6175 4.7875 5.0125 3.265 1.4117E-10

SPC 6.3175 5.0025 2.37 4.32 4.51 3.235 2.245 2.1050E-10

MPE 6.725 4.795 1.915 2.975 4.815 4.575 2.2 2.3401E-10

GD 5.5225 3.3225 3.655 1.725 4.05 5.47 4.255 1.5108E-10

IGD 5.1825 3.9775 3.29 2.16 4.41 5.395 3.585 1.6803E-10

RT 4.235 2.385 2.755 6.97 4.75 3.245 3.66 2.0868E-10
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Fig. 10. Median results across algorithm execution for maximum Pareto front error for generated scenarios for the scalability analysis experiment

Table II gives an overview of the statistical analysis carried out for each of the recorded metrics. The small p-values indicate

that the results of the analysis are statistically significant for the group of algorithms under each metric. For each metric the

following null hypothesis are not rejected:

HV: AGE-I vs. AGE-II, SPEA2 vs. PESA-II

SPC: PESA-II vs. AGE-I, SPEA2 vs. LC

MPE: NSGA-III vs. AGE-I, NSGA-III vs. AGE-II, AGE-I vs. AGE-II, SPEA2 vs. LC

GD: NSGA-II vs. AGE-II, AGE-I vs. LC, NSGA-III vs. SPEA2, SPEA2 vs. AGE-I

IGD: NSGA-II vs. AGE-II, SPEA2 vs. LC, NSGA-III vs. LC, NSGA-III vs. AGE-I

RT: NSGA-III vs. SPEA2, AGE-II vs. LC, SPEA2 vs. AGE-II

The results of our statistical analysis, including post-hoc procedures, show that our results are generally statistically significant

in terms of post-hoc comparisons. It is also interesting to note that while PESA-II does perform quite well, we can see in

Figure 8 and Table II that it is by far the slowest algorithm. Also interesting to note are the cases where SPEA2 vs. LC is not a

rejected null hypothesis; this is probably due to the fact that SPEA2 is the first component of our LC implementation. Overall

it seems that SPEA2 would be a better selection than LC, as the addition of the other algorithms into LC seems to cause poorer

performance than SPEA2. Due to the small number of required calculations, NSGA-III performs better in terms of runtime,

though the NSGA-III vs. SPEA2 null hypothesis is not rejected for this metric. Examining the HV and MPE metrics we can

see that there is no statistically significant difference between AGE-I and AGE-II; this is interesting as AGE-II is marketed as

an improvement over AGE-I.

D. Experiment 3: Inflicted Damage Analysis

In this experiment we examine the effect of various WSN damage levels on the RMRASR solutions. The performance

metrics of our selected algorithms are evaluated across WSNs with 2 to 49 percent damaged sensors, with the number of nodes

set to 200. To maintain consistency, we again used 3 robots.

Figure 11 illustrates HV values across various levels of inflicted damage to the WSN. We can see that PESA-II, SPEA2,

and LC tend to perform consistently across all levels of inflicted damage, whereas the other algorithms generally seem to

decrease in performance as the level of inflicted damage increases. This is likely because SPEA2, and by association LC, as

well as PESA-II are designed to use dominant, distinctive solutions as the bases for reproduction. This will encourage enough

exploration that these algorithms are able to exploit the solution space and avoid local optima. This is especially important in

our problem due to the dimensionality of the solution space. We can also see that below 10 percent WSN damage the best

performing algorithms, PESA-II and SPEA2, do not fare decently. This would be a point worth considering when deciding on

an algorithm for real-world implementation.

Figure 12 reveals that RT across all levels of inflicted damage is relatively constant, with the exception of PESA-II which

is grossly outperformed by all of the other algorithms under consideration. Due to the stochastic nature of our instance file
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Fig. 11. Final execution results for HV across all generated scenarios for the inflicted damage experiment

TABLE III
EXPERIMENT 3 - FRIEDMAN N ×N TEST RESULTS

Algorithm Rank

Metric NSGA-II NSGA-III SPEA2 PESA-II AGE-I AGE-II LC p-value

HV 6.0842 4.051 2.0918 2.2117 5.1122 5.4923 2.9566 2.6346E-10

SPC 6.6224 4.301 3.4082 4.0408 4.1122 2.5102 3.0051 2.0486E-10

MPE 6.8367 5.0357 1.6173 2.8469 4.7041 4.8622 2.0969 2.4429E-10

GD 5.648 3.352 3.1378 1.5357 4.25 6.0663 4.0102 1.9649E-10

IGD 6.2398 4.0867 2.3316 2.0459 4.7449 5.5204 3.0306 2.2263E-10

RT 5.3163 2.1735 2.9949 7 4.4949 2.8316 3.1888 2.2168E-10

Fig. 12. Final execution results for RT, in seconds, across all generated scenarios for the scalability analysis experiment

generation, it is difficult to pinpoint the cause of the fluctuation in the execution time of PESA-II; however, as mentioned in

Section V-B, the dimensionality of the problem is the likely cause of the poor performance of PESA-II compared to the other

algorithms since the repair and evaluation functions are algorithm agnostic.
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Fig. 13. Median results across algorithm execution for MPE for generated scenarios for the inflicted damage experiment

Figure 13 shows the MPE over the course of algorithm execution. We can see, much like Figure 10, that NSGA-II performs

significantly worse than the other algorithms in this regard, likely due to getting trapped in a local optima with solutions being

far from the reference set. The algorithms appear to improve the most between 0 and 50,000 objective function evaluations,

which is a quarter of the execution allotment. The three best performing algorithms, SPEA2, LC, and PESA-II, exhibit little

improvement after 100,000 executions. This would indicate that in a real-world setting the number of executions could be

reduced in order to shorten runtime with minimal detriment to the quality of the final solutions.

Table III gives an overview of the statistical analysis carried out for each of the recorded metrics. The small p-values indicate

that the results of the analysis are statistically significant for the group of algorithms under each metric. For each metric the

following null hypothesis are not rejected:

HV: SPEA2 vs. PESA-II, AGE-I vs. AGE-II

SPC: PESA-II vs. AGE-I, NSGA-III vs. AGE-I, NSGA-III vs. PESA-II, SPEA2 vs. LC, AGE-II vs. LC

MPE: AGE-I vs. AGE-II, NSGA-III vs. AGE-II, NSGA-III vs. AGE-I, SPEA2 vs. LC

GD: NSGA-III vs. SPEA2, AGE-I vs. LC, NSGA-II vs. AGE-II

IGD: SPEA2 vs. PESA-II

RT: SPEA2 vs. AGE-II, SPEA2 vs. LC, AGE-II vs. LC

The results in Table III show us that PESA-II generates good solutions according to our chosen metrics, compared to the

other algorithms. Even in the case of HV, where SPEA2 is the best, we can see from the Bergmann procedure that there is

no significant difference between PESA-II and SPEA2. The issue with PESA-II lies in how long it takes to run, which is also

illustrated in Figure 12. We can also see that AGE-I and AGE-II both have their advantages, but give poorer results than the

best-performing algorithms. The exception to this is that AGE-II gives a more diverse spread of solutions, though the difference

between it and LC is not statistically significant.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We extended the RRASR problem [5] to account for the multiple-robot case, which we called RMRASR. We used the

presence of multiple robots to include a load balancing objective which was shown to give well-balanced trajectories for all

TABLE IV
OVERALL EFFICIENCY AND EFFICACY

Small Medium Large
Num. Nodes ≤ 150 > 150, < 500 ≥ 500

Exp. 2
Efficiency AGE-II NSGA-III SPEA2
Efficacy AGE-II SPEA2 SPEA2

% Damaged ≤ 15 > 15,≤ 30 > 30

Exp. 3
Efficiency NSGA-III NSGA-III NSGA-III
Efficacy NSGA-III AGE-II NSGA-III
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of the robots. Additionally, we tackled this problem using six EMOO algorithms using a standard set of genetic operators and

included an implementation of the LC hybrid method. We see in our results that SPEA2 and PESA-II are the best performing

algorithms, though the addition of a fourth objective function seems to have caused a large runtime increase for PESA-II. We

also found that LC was outperformed by one of its constituent algorithms, SPEA2. Interestingly, by examining the algorithms

in terms of efficiency (RT) and efficacy (HV, SPC, and MPE), in Table IV, we show that AGE-II, NSGA-III, and SPEA2 are

the overall best algorithms for varying problem scenarios. In the future, we would like to explore the efficacy of dedicated

combinatorial MOO algorithms as well as an implementation containing some form of local search.
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Conclusion

This chapter summarizes the thesis by discussing the overall results of the collected

works. We also propose future research directions that may develop from the research

within the works collected here.

6.1 Discussion

The works contained within this thesis proposed a multi-objective formulation of the

traveling salesman problem with selective pickup and deliveries [32] with particular appli-

cation to the WSN domain; this problem was referred to as RRASR. The multi-objective

formulation was accomplished by considering real-world factors that arise as part of a

possible application of the original optimization problem. By examining the importance

of selecting passive sensors that have a high battery level, we implemented the trajec-

tory robustness and trajectory lifetime objectives. The incorporation of these objectives

allows a user trying to solve the RRASR problem to be presented with a set of possible

solutions based on the execution of a population-based multi-objective optimization al-
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gorithm. Having a set of solutions allows the user to select a sensor relocation trajectory

based on their needs at the time without having to modify any problem parameters. The

user must be presented with a selection of solutions that are not only good, but also

small enough in number and varied enough in objective function values that they are

not overwhelmed with choice, but rather presented with a good selection of alternatives

describing a suitable tradeo� among all decision objectives under consideration.

Designing objective functions that are representative of the problem and with each

providing unique value to the solutions was an important part of the works contained

within. In the original RRASR proposal, the trajectory robustness objective function

was based on an approach that uses the number of neighbours of a sensor to determine

its importance within the network, a lower number of neighbouring sensors indicates

a larger importance [1]. The issue later discovered with this formulation is that there

are some edge cases where nodes are deemed to be much more important to the overall

connectivity of the network than they actually are. One speci�c example occurred with

nodes that were on the perimeter of the WSN. These nodes will have a small number

of neighbours due to being physically located along the perimeter of the network, but

will not have an important role in passing information along to the base station as

they will be low-tra�c nodes within the communication network. In order to remedy

this situation, a new approach was introduced in [2] where we used the a-b separation

[80] to determine the importance of sensors within the communication network. This

provided an objective function that was more representative of the issue that we were

trying to address as we were able to assign a score to each sensing hole based on how

many communication paths were taken through it. Finally, in the multi-robot version of

RRASR, RMRASR, we added a load balancing objective in order to make the population

gravitate to solutions wherein each robot would be required to travel roughly the same

distance [3]. We used an additional objective function instead of a local search style

approach in order to keep the computation costs required by the algorithm at every

iteration to a minimum as real-world applications are likely to be time-sensitive.

In order to evaluate our proposed problem formulation, we turned to evolutionary

multi-objective optimization algorithms. These were selected due to their comparability
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with permutation-based solution representations as well as because they are population-

based schemes. We wanted to be able to present a user with a set of solutions so that

the solution most appropriate for their operational requirements may be selected. This

requires that all solutions in this set be valid solutions. While this may seem unintuitive

because the user will only be presented with the set of non-dominated solutions we can

not take the chance that the user will need to handle invalid solutions. As such, a solution

repair function was introduced that guarantees that each solution will be valid at every

iteration. The repair function evolved from what is seen in [1] and [2] to account for the

multiple-robot case in [3]. This change modi�ed the repair function so that each robot in

the solution was guaranteed to be useful, i.e. completes at least one pickup and delivers

it.

Lastly, we empirically evaluated various state-of-the-art algorithms using the RRASR

and RMRASR problems. Often algorithms are proposed and evaluated against a set of

benchmark problems [77] and those are used as the measure for their e�ectiveness. Both

RRASR and RMRASR have not been used as benchmark problems in the past, therefore

we are able to examine the selected algorithms outside of traditional benchmarking prob-

lems. We found in [1] that PESA-II [19] was the generally best-performing algorithm.

AGE-I [21] and AGE-II [22] claimed to perform better than NSGA-II [14], but our re-

sults in [2] showed otherwise. We also found that the addition of a fourth objective, load

balancing, in [3] caused PESA-II to no longer be the best-performing algorithm while

SPEA2 [20] and NSGA-III [18] generally outperformed the others. We found that our

LifeCycle [79] implementation did not have the intended e�ect. Instead of showing better

performance than the sum of its parts it instead showed poorer performance than one of

its constituent algorithms, SPEA2. This is likely due to the fact that SPEA2 was the best

performing algorithm and having LifeCycle switch from it to other, poorer performing,

algorithms was detrimental to the overall result. In the original implementation, there

were more types of algorithm used rather than just GAs which may have contributed

to this result. These results show an unbiased, non-benchmark, statistically validated

empirical look at the performance of these algorithms that, to our knowledge, has not

been done elsewhere.
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6.2 Future Research Directions

A logical next step for our work would be to implement this system with real hardware

and test the real-world e�cacy of our proposed solution using a subject matter expert to

provide empirical validation. A few avenues for this would be monitoring of a naturally

hostile environment, such as nuclear exclusion zones or deep ocean, or large geographic

areas that are di�cult to maintain, such as farms or orchards. Another avenue is to

explore an implementation of a multiple base station version of the problem. This would

provide its own unique challenges with regards to routing the robots, especially when

looking at a network that must undergo multiple repairs. There are also opportunities

to examine the e�ectiveness of algorithms designed for combinatorial optimization prob-

lems, such as: multi-objective genetic local search (MOGLS) [81], Two-Phase Pareto

Local Seach (2PPLS) [82], or Pareto Local Search (PLS) [83], versus the set of stan-

dard algorithms that were evaluated in the works collected here. The algorithms used

were selected for benchmarking due to their availability in the widely popular MOEA

framework3 and JMetal library4 [84]. It would also be interesting to see how applying

a �tness penalty and removing the repair function a�ected the results of the various

algorithms. Alternatively, the repair function could be augmented to provide speci�c

operators such as k-opt [69], or exchange moves [85]. The works collected within provide

ample opportunity and direction for potential research endeavours.

3http://moeaframework.org/index.html
4http://jmetal.github.io/jMetal/
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